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Foreword by the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Experiences in the past shape the future. From the individual development to the development of a nation, our future is built on past experiences. The individual and collective experiences wire our brain and feed our stories. Invisible wounds can have a durable impact on our future.

This was discussed, on the occasion of the 2020 United Nations Peacebuilding Architecture Review, in a series of consultations with experts, implementing partners and UN member states, which the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs organized, with the Knowledge Platform Security & Rule of Law, under the title “Mind the past to build the future”. This initiative was based on the conviction that conflict negatively affects mental wellbeing, social cohesion and trust in leaders and institutions. The Netherlands aimed to increase the international recognition of the need to structurally acknowledge and address psychosocial factors and dynamics for efforts to build and sustain peace to be effective. The consultations confirmed that strategies and programs to prevent (re)occurrence of conflict have much to gain by systematically making use of, and building on existing experience and expertise on Mental Health and Psychosocial Support (MHPSS), be it accumulated in humanitarian action or as part of reconciliation and peacebuilding efforts. Also, it was reaffirmed that assessing and addressing mental health and psychosocial factors and needs should be prioritized from the beginning of any crisis and response, rather than being an afterthought.

Since 2020, many tools, guidelines and recommendations have been developed in line with these findings. Recent examples include the Inter Agency Standing Committee (IASC) Policy Brief and Report on “Integrating MHPSS & Peacebuilding: A Mapping and Recommendations for Practitioners”, and the 2023 UNSG Guidance Note on Transitional Justice and Mental Health (see Resource material in annexe). These documents bring important recommendations and highlight that individual and social well-being should be a consideration from the design phase through to the operational stages indeed.

In this emerging field it is however important to turn understanding and acknowledgement into actionable principles, practices and recommendations. It is therefore that we deem this foundational study, led by An Michels, of such high importance. This study offers a unique insight into good practices, based on literature review and on extensive consultations with a broad group of legal and psychosocial practitioners and academics. In this way this study provides a hold to reduce the risk of psychological harm to witnesses in accountability processes for atrocity crimes; to contribute to their psychosocial wellbeing and healing; to increase the quality of evidence gath-
ering; and to help ensure effective professional protection. And it does more: it provides us with leads for further action: consolidation of consensus, expansion of know-how, strengthening of knowledge exchange, creating a community of practice and working on guidelines as a stepping stone towards standards. Thus, this study provides us with multiple suggestions on how to take further steps. It helps us to Mind the Mind.

Nathalie Olijslager

Director Stabilisation and Humanitarian Aid

Special Envoy Mental Health and Psychosocial Support

Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Foreword by Stanford University

Survivors of war crimes have a precarious position in the transitional justice process. While they are vulnerable because of their traumatic experience, they are also the first-hand witness to the crime. They are jeopardized by the offense and also the best reporter of the offense. They are a primary reason to pursue justice and also a key component in the legal process. Accountability mechanisms rely heavily on their testimony, but at the same time, they are at high risk for re-traumatisation and revictimization.

If the justice mechanisms are truly dedicated to the survivors, their health and well-being must be at the forefront of the process. The involvement of victims and witnesses in accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes cannot be taken for granted. If survivors are to participate in the justice process, their vulnerabilities must be addressed.

The establishment of the International Criminal Court was groundbreaking in many ways. It paved the way for victim participation and its legal framework created an unprecedented context to consider mental health and implement psychosocial support approaches to facilitate the involvement of victims and witnesses in the proceedings and protect them against psychological harm. Still, standards for best practices are not set and not readily available to justice actors and guidance on use of trauma mental health approaches in accountability mechanisms is scarce.

This study shows that the integration of mental health approaches and trauma-informed methodologies can mitigate the risk for psychological harm, enhance the quality of evidence gathering, and contribute to healing and address vicarious trauma and other mental health risks for professionals. This document is based on a thorough internal and external consultation process with more than 60 experts in the field. The study adopts a witness and victim centered perspective by identifying critical steps in the testimony timeline. It was conducted by An Michels, an experienced practitioner and global leader in her field, who understands the psychological needs of survivors in a justice mechanism. Finally, it was reviewed and edited by Stanford University's Human Rights in Trauma Mental Health Program to help support its academic rigor.

There is a need for guidelines built on consensus among different actors at the international level to make best practices and know-how more widely available to professionals in the broader justice and mental health field. To create a more stringent and binding framework for the structural integration of trauma mental health in accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes, a process needs to be launched to also develop international standards. This
project is an important first step and deserves to be developed further as a tool to give victims of atrocity crimes access to well-being and justice. Let “Integration of Mental Health and Psychosocial Support Approaches in Accountability Mechanisms for Atrocity Crimes” become a foundational work and an essential living document to begin the process of creating the gold standard for the world.

Daryn Reicherter, MD

Clinical Professor and Director of the Human Rights in Trauma Mental Health Program

Stanford University, School of Medicine
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Definitions of Key Terms

Accountability mechanisms

In the context of this study accountability mechanisms include investigations and trials at international and national levels, including universal jurisdiction cases, but also processes to formally document atrocities in the context of the work by investigative mechanisms, Commissions of Inquiry or Fact-Finding Missions, and other processes collecting detailed victim and witness statements and formally documenting crimes committed to achieve accountability. Also, more recently developed, innovative, mixed processes that combine restorative and retributive goals, such as the Colombian Comprehensive System of Truth, Justice, Reparation, and Non-Repetition Mechanism (CS), are included.

Atrocity crimes

Atrocity crimes include war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide, and are considered “the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole.”¹ They are often systematic and large-scale crimes, committed within specific political, ideological, and societal contexts. These crimes are typically mass crimes, committed by multiple actors against a large number of victims who suffer far-reaching consequences.² The crimes can consist of diverse acts of violence, some are focused on particular groups, some aim the destruction of a group, others are not. They can include, for example, different forms of sexual and gender-based violence, murder, torture, deportation, persecution, ethnic cleansing, apartheid, conscripting and enlisting children, and other crimes of a similar gravity.³

Investigative interview

The investigative interviewing model consists of a number of elements that are key to the prevention of mistreatment and coercion and help to guarantee effectiveness. Objectivity, impartiality and fairness are critical components. “Interviewers must, in particular, seek to obtain accurate and reliable information in the pursuit of truth; gather all available evidence pertinent to a case before beginning interviews; prepare and plan interviews based on that evidence; maintain a professional, fair and respectful attitude during questioning; establish and maintain a rapport with the interviewee; allow the interviewee to give his or her free and uninterrupted account of the events; use open-ended questions and active listening; scrutinize the interviewee’s account and analyse the information obtained against previously available information or evidence; and evaluate each interview with a view to learning and developing additional skills.”⁴
Mental health and psychosocial support (MHPSS)

Following the agreed definition among humanitarian actors, “the composite term mental health and psychosocial support is used to describe any type of local or outside support that aims to protect or promote psychosocial well-being and prevent or treat mental disorder. Although the terms mental health and psychosocial support are closely related and overlap, for many [...] they reflect different, yet complementary, approaches.”

In the context of this study, MHPSS approaches describe a wide range of activities which mainly address the nexus between psychological and psychosocial problems caused or exacerbated by atrocity crimes and the impact of involvement with an accountability mechanism for atrocity crimes. They are further explained in the text.

Recommendations, guidelines and standards

Recommendations, guidelines, and standards serve similar purposes in providing guidance and establishing best practices, but they differ in terms of specificity, scope, and, in the instance of some standards, enforceability.

Recommendations are suggestions for preferred or advantageous approaches. Typically they are more general and aspirational.

Guidelines are more specific and action oriented. They can be developed from recommendations by using a consensus-based process that involves input from experts in the field, literature review, and consideration of stakeholder perspectives. Guidelines can be applied to enhance and strengthen existing systems supporting people who have experienced human rights crimes.

Standards can be developed from guidelines and are more specific and stringent as they define minimum acceptable levels of performance or quality.

Survivor-centred approach

A survivor-centred approach aims to create a supportive environment in which survivors’ rights are respected and in which such persons are treated with dignity and respect. By putting survivors at the centre of the process, such an approach promotes their recovery, reduces the risk of further harm and reinforces their agency and self-determination. Practicing a survivor-centred approach means establishing relationships with survivors that promote their emotional and physical safety, builds trust, and helps them to restore some control over their lives. Key principles and actions of a survivor-centred approach include: safety, security, and well-being; confidentiality; dignity and respect; non-discrimination and inclusion; ask, listen, and engage; transparency and information; informed consent; support and assistance; redress; feedback, and; provisions on child victims. This approach further recog-
nises that each survivor is different and unique, will react differently to experiences (of SGBV and other traumatic experiences), and has different strengths, capacities, resources, and needs.7

Testimony timeline

This study uses the term ‘testimony timeline’ to refer to different phases of involvement of victims and witnesses in an accountability process. The phases, which may differ depending on the type of process, are determined by each stage of the legal process. Within these phases of the testimony timeline different steps are identified when considering the process with a psychosocial lens. These moments are particularly important as they shape the experience of victims’ and witnesses’ involvement and are critical moments in establishing trust and agency in the process (see also: Figure 3).

Trauma-informed approach

The concept of a trauma-informed approach has developed in response to the increasing recognition that potentially traumatic experiences throughout the life course are associated with subsequent psychological distress and a range of mental health problems.8 “A program, organisation, or system that is trauma-informed realises the widespread impact of trauma and understands potential paths for recovery; recognizes signs and symptoms in clients, families, staff, others involved with system; and responds by fully integrating knowledge about trauma into policies, procedures, practices and seeks to actively resist re-traumatisation.”9 Key principles of a trauma-informed approach include: safety; trustworthiness and transparency; peer support; collaboration and mutuality; empowerment, voice, and choice; cultural, historical, and gender issues.10

A trauma-informed approach is part of an MHPSS approach and partly overlaps with a survivor-centred approach but has a more specific focus. It acknowledges the significance of the impact of trauma as well as the individual differences in how those affected experience trauma, and it recognizes that not everyone who was exposed to trauma needs clinical care. It, therefore, offers a highly relevant and useful framework to analyse and address the psychosocial impact of conflict and atrocity crimes, to support witnesses and victims throughout their engagement with accountability mechanisms, and specifically support them during interview processes and testimony.

Vulnerability

In line with the Rome Statute’s legal framework, this study uses the following broad definition of vulnerability: “Vulnerable witnesses and victims are those persons at an increased risk of psychological harm by appearing before the Court, or who experience psychosocial or physical difficulties which affect their ability to appear before the
A witness’ or victim’s vulnerability may be assessed by examining different factors, inter alia, related to the person, such as age (for example, children or elderly persons), personality, disability (including cognitive impairments), mental illness or psychosocial problems (such as trauma-related challenges or lack of social support), the nature of the crime, in particular sexual or gender-based violence, violence against children, torture or other crimes involving grave violence, or related to particular circumstances such as significantly increased stress or anxiety due to relocation or resettlement, fear of retaliation or adaptation difficulties related to cultural differences or other factors.

Witnesses, victims, and survivors

This study refers to ‘witnesses and victims’ to describe a broad and diverse group of persons who are involved in and affected by the work of accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes, in different roles. While their involvement can take different forms depending on the type of process, the element of giving ‘testimony’ is a common denominator. Witnesses and victims interact with the accountability mechanism. They tell their story to be formally recognised as participants in the process or seek reparations, to give a statement, or possibly testify in court or other setting. They have a right to be supported in their participation and be protected against harm.

The term ‘victims’ is mostly used, referring to the recognised legal term under the Rome Statute for those who have suffered harm as a result of the commission of an atrocity crime. However, this study also sometimes refers to victims as survivors, in recognition of the different ways that people self-identify after experiencing human rights atrocities. This study as a whole emphasises the importance of agency and resilience of victims and survivors, regardless of the term used.
## Acronyms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARSV</td>
<td>Conflict and Atrocity-Related Sexual Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>The Comprehensive System of Truth, Justice, Reparation, and Non-Repetition [in Colombia]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Civil Society Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IASC</td>
<td>Inter-Agency Standing Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>International Criminal Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSC</td>
<td>Kosovo Specialist Chambers and Specialist Prosecutor’s Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIM</td>
<td>International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism [for Syria]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIMM</td>
<td>Independent Investigative Mechanisms for Myanmar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITAD</td>
<td>United Nations Investigative Team to Promote Accountability for Crimes Committed by Da’esh/ISIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGBV</td>
<td>Sexual and Gender-based Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJP</td>
<td>Special Jurisdiction for Peace [in Colombia]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCSL</td>
<td>Special Court for Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TJ</td>
<td>Transitional Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWS</td>
<td>ICC Registry Victims and Witnesses Section</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive summary

Despite the increasing focus on victim-centred justice, the incorporation of mental health and psychosocial support (MHPSS) approaches, including trauma-informed methodologies, remains sporadic and inadequately integrated within most justice mechanisms. Good practices exist but are dispersed and inaccessible to many mental health and justice practitioners. However, experience and emerging research show that integrating a mental health focus and promoting multidisciplinary approaches directly contribute to enhancing the well-being and increasing the motivation of participants in the justice system, while improving evidence quality.

This study sought to examine and disseminate effective practices for integrating MHPSS in accountability mechanisms and to foster a community of practice among mental health and legal practitioners. It delves into accountability mechanisms amidst the broader spectrum of transitional justice, applying a gender lens and focusing on the needs of children.

Findings are rooted in the best practices developed by the Victims and Witnesses Sections of the International Criminal Court (ICC) and the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL), supplemented by a desk review of existing practices and guidelines and extensive consultations with a wide array of experts and victim groups. An expert meeting further distilled recommendations and charted future directions.

Part one of this report explains why accountability mechanisms were selected as a focus for this study and describes the varied experience and backgrounds of victims and witnesses of atrocity crimes. Victims have in common that they all suffered from the worst possible violence, although they do not necessarily share a similar self-perception. Notably, the report identifies several ‘testimony paradoxes,’ primarily highlighting the inherent tension within accountability processes that depend significantly on the testimony of those most burdened because of their exposure to violations. This paradox emphasises the critical role of witness and victim support for the success of justice processes.

The chapter further outlines MHPSS in judicial contexts through an adapted intervention pyramid model from the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC). It addresses three critical research questions underpinning the relevance of MHPSS in justice contexts: How can integrating MHPSS approaches in accountability mechanisms mitigate the risk for harm, improve the quality of evidence gathering, improve the well-being of victims and contribute to healing? In addition, the study touches on the question of how MHPSS approaches can also protect judicial operators and professionals working with victims against vicarious trauma and other negative mental health impacts.
1. **Risk mitigation.** The risk for psychological harm caused by the involvement in an accountability mechanism can primarily be described under the umbrella of re-traumatisation and revictimisation. These risks can be mitigated on the one hand by targeted specialist and focused non-specialist MHPSS interventions, such as psychosocial vulnerability assessments and offering culturally appropriate psychosocial support before, during and after the interview. Targeted MHPSS interventions should also be accompanied by broader initiatives to strengthen access to community-based mental health and psychosocial support for all victims. On the other hand, it also requires broader efforts to change the entire involvement process to make every step more witness- and victim-centred. Also, training everyone to interact with witnesses and victims is critical.

2. **Quality of evidence gathering.** The use of trauma-informed interview models, psychosocial vulnerability assessments and witness and victim support interventions can improve the quality of evidence gathering. These approaches build on the rapidly growing knowledge about how trauma affects information processing and thus impacts on the investigative interview process. Using adapted interview models, including developmentally appropriate questions, is critical for children. The use of these techniques, which build on therapeutic skills, requires advanced training and practice, especially if used in interviews with vulnerable witnesses and victims. Psychosocial vulnerability assessments by psychologists and providing psychosocial support before, during and after the interview are essential.

3. **Well-being and healing.** While research shows that the disclosure of traumatic events reduces stress and health problems and that the formation of a narrative is a critical predictor of good mental health, ‘just revealing is not healing’. Any potentially healing effect of participation in an accountability mechanism does not lie in the mere expression of emotion but in the sense of control perceived over the process. The structural integration of MHPSS approaches can help give victims a role as active agents and create a process focused on dignity and support that brings acknowledgement and meaning. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that victims and witnesses are often emotionally burdened by their involvement and take considerable risks to serve the bigger goal of accountability mechanisms. The tension between personal distress and collective gain in the process can be better understood as a part of a ‘sense of coherence’. This is an essential indicator of well-being, with high cross-cultural validity referring to a person’s capacity to make sense of the world, find meaning and experience predictability, control and agency. Victims are often driven by their need for acknowledgement, their wish to create meaning and regain a sense of control.

4. **Professional protection.** Protecting professionals working in justice processes from vicarious trauma, burnout, and other mental health risks is an important management responsibility but also vital to protecting witnesses and victims against harm. Staff members who interact with witnesses and victims can only do so in a responsible way if they respect their boundaries, are aware of the risks of vicarious trauma, and have the tools to strengthen their coping skills. The management of mental health risks to staff should be integrated into the structure and operational strategies of the mechanism.
Part two of the study focuses on integrating MHPSS approaches throughout the testimony timeline and describes concrete good practices for implementing them in justice processes. The practices are summarised as recommendations that focus on each critical step that can be identified when considering the process with a psychosocial lens. These shape the experience of victims’ and witnesses’ involvement and are crucial moments in establishing trust and agency in the process.

Principal recommendations first describe measures that need to be taken before victims and witnesses can be supported throughout all stages of their involvement. They particularly emphasise the structural integration of MHPSS approaches in accountability mechanisms, anchored in their legal and operational frameworks, and the role of psychosocial experts as part of an interdisciplinary senior leadership team and at the operational level. Secondly, the need for staff support to address mental health risks is emphasised.

Before and during investigations, hurdles for victims and witnesses to report, give a statement, or otherwise engage with accountability mechanisms should be reduced; efforts should be made to establish rapport and create safety and a solid process to ask for informed consent and ensure confidentiality should be in place. Witnesses and victims should be supported before, during and after the investigative interview.

Practices are described as offering witness familiarisation, protection, and support to witnesses and victims in the pre-trial stage.

In the trial stage, which includes testimony, post-testimony and judgment, MHPSS approaches should focus on determining special and procedural protective measures. Culturally appropriate psychological support, follow-up, and protection should also be offered during and after the testimony.

In the appeals stage, good practices can be implemented to ensure that victims receive accurate information about their entitlement to reparations and that meaningful reparations should be offered.

Finally, part three of the study describes a way forward and possible avenues for the next steps of the project. Building on the results of this study, the future project (the Antigone Project) intends to consolidate consensus, further build know-how and strengthen the exchange of good practices. By developing guidelines as a stepping stone to standards and developing a community of practice, the project will strive for the structural integration of MHPSS in accountability processes for atrocity crimes.

The annexe provides a comprehensive reference list, including guidance documents, resource material, and the list of consulted experts and victims’ organisations, laying the groundwork for further exploration and implementation of MHPSS approaches within justice mechanisms.
Preface – Why this document?

The role of victims and of victim-witnesses in national and international justice mechanisms for atrocity crimes has progressively gained ground over the past two decades. This development has increased the need for a better understanding of the potential psychological impact of the work of these mechanisms on victims and vulnerable witnesses. It also has triggered a heightened interest in how the use of mental health and psychosocial support (MHPSS) approaches can enhance the well-being of victims and witnesses, improve the quality of evidence, and, ultimately, strengthen their access to justice.

However, notwithstanding the increased focus on victim-centred justice, the use of MHPSS approaches, including trauma-informed methodologies, is still underdeveloped and only scarcely integrated in the work of most justice mechanisms.

Good practices that have been developed are often scattered and not readily available to mental health and justice practitioners, especially those working in national justice mechanisms or in conflict-affected settings. Generally, there is a limited exchange of know-how between mechanisms at international and national levels. True multidisciplinary approaches, combining psychosocial and justice expertise, are largely lacking.

Experience with implementing good practices, at the International Criminal Court (ICC) and in various other judicial and non-judicial mechanisms, as well as emerging research, however, clearly show that the integration of a mental health focus and the promotion of multidisciplinary approaches directly contribute to enhanced well-being of those involved. Such integration is also likely to impact positively on the motivation of witnesses and victims to participate in the justice system and increase the quality of evidence gathering. For instance, using trauma-informed interview models achieves such positive impacts. Integrating knowledge about trauma and its impact on the engagement with victims and witnesses is beneficial to them and the justice process itself.

This study aims to fill this gap by making good practices and know-how more widely available to mental health and legal practitioners in the justice field and by establishing a community of practice. The objective is that this project becomes a catalyst for further integration of mental health and psychosocial approaches as well as trauma-informed methodologies into justice mechanisms to make them truly victim- and witness-centred. The analysis of this study primarily focuses on the work of accountability mechanisms, against the backdrop of a broader landscape of transitional justice mechanisms and measures. While this study does not provide an exhaustive mapping of all practices, it highlights those essential for the integration of MHPSS approaches.

The target group of this study includes policy makers, donors, governments, prosecutors, investigators, judges, defence and victim’s counsel, psychologists, human rights experts, other experts, and, above all, victims and witnesses who seek justice and want to be involved in processes which protect their dignity and may contribute to their healing.
This study, therefore, includes recommendations. It intends that these recommendations serve as a basis for the development of future guidelines and, ultimately, standards for the integration of MHPSS approaches in accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes.
Methodology

This analysis of good practices regarding the integration of MHPSS and trauma-informed approaches in accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes is firstly built on the good practices developed at the Victims and Witnesses Sections of the ICC and the SCSL. They serve as a basis for this study as they are enshrined in legal frameworks with a strong focus on psychosocial practices, which encourage the use of trauma-informed approaches and carve out a well-established role for psychologists - trauma experts within the Courts’ Registry. The MHPSS approaches developed in these contexts were shared with international and hybrid tribunals and investigative mechanisms as part of the ICC Registry’s commitment to sharing and exchanging knowledge and the Court’s responsibility to promote and support complementarity.

Secondly, an internal and external desk review of existing practices and guidelines was conducted.

Thirdly, extensive consultations were held with a wide range of experts and victim groups to learn about good practices and confirm the validity of the findings. A round of consultations with a few relevant international organisations focused on justice programming.

The good practices shared during consultations have been integrated into part II of this document. They are mentioned in the document in general terms but are not attributed to an organisation or consulted person unless the information is publicly available or explicit permission was given to credit the organisation for the practice.

The persons consulted include experts working for accountability mechanisms, UN agencies and NGOs, prosecutors, investigators, defence and victims’ counsel, judges, psychologists working in justice mechanisms, international tribunals and domestic legal systems, human rights experts, victim organisations, and academic experts. A complete list of consulted persons and organisations is included at the end of this document.

Finally, a closed online expert meeting was organised to bring together invited experts and organisations to discuss draft recommendations and explore possible next steps. The conclusions of this meeting can be found under Part III: The Way Forward.

A gender lens was applied throughout the research, and particular attention was given to the involvement of victims of Conflict and Atrocity-Related Sexual Violence (CARSV). A focus on the specific needs and capacities of child victims and witnesses was highlighted throughout the document, where specific practices that apply to these groups were mentioned.
PART I  Background

1. Why a focus on accountability mechanisms?

Atrocity crimes can be addressed through judicial and accountability mechanisms and broader transitional justice measures. Transitional justice refers to “the full range of processes and mechanisms associated with a society’s attempts to come to terms with a legacy of large-scale past abuses, in order to ensure accountability, serve justice and achieve reconciliation.” The importance of a comprehensive approach to transitional justice is increasingly recognised; it incorporates judicial and non-judicial mechanisms to ensure accountability, serve justice, provide remedies to victims, promote healing and reconciliation, establish independent oversight of the security system and restore confidence in the institutions of the State and promote the rule of law. These approaches include truth-seeking processes, including those that investigate patterns of past violations of international human rights law and international humanitarian law and their causes and consequences; they are important tools that can complement judicial processes.

The broad spectrum of possible measures can provide victims with a choice to help design and participate in a wide range of different processes to seek truth and justice, healing, reparations, find closure, and rebuild a resilient community and a future after conflict.

Accountability mechanisms are impactful mechanisms to deal with atrocity crimes. But, if not carried out in a witness and victim-centred way the process can also cause psychological and physical harm to those who choose to participate in the process.

In this broad landscape of transitional justice measures, judicial accountability processes occupy a particular place. They are commonly used instruments to deal with atrocity crimes and are important and impactful mechanisms to establish the truth, render justice and restore the rule of law. As such, they can significantly positively affect the lives of victims and affected communities. But, if not carried out in a witness and victim-centred way, the processes can also potentially cause psychological and physical harm to those who choose to participate in the process. In addition, judicial processes are, per definition, formal and bound to respect critical legal principles such as due process and the rights of the accused. The legal process determines the modalities of participation of victims and not the other way around, as may be the case in more restorative, informal or non-judicial processes. As such, the process results in several limitations to victims’ freedom to participate in the way they may wish to. Victims and witnesses may find it difficult not to be given the opportunity to tell their whole story in court, they may feel pressured or personally offended by the adversarial atmosphere or questions or may feel overwhelmed or disempowered by the complexities of the legal process.
It needs to be noted, though, that also some non-judicial processes with a clear restorative purpose, for example, the South African TRC, were experienced by some victims as alienating. Some felt they were dissatisfied that their case had not been thoroughly documented or investigated, possibly because the exact purpose of the testimony was unclear. 19

Figure 1   A focus on accountability mechanisms against the backdrop of broader transitional justice and peacebuilding measures.
The choice was made to focus this analysis primarily on the integration of MHPSS approaches in accountability processes for atrocity crimes. These include investigations and trials at international and national levels, including universal jurisdiction cases, but also processes to formally document atrocities in the context of the work by investigative mechanisms, Commissions of Inquiry or Fact-Finding Missions, and other processes collecting detailed victim and witness statements and formally documenting crimes committed to achieve accountability. Also, more recently developed, innovative, mixed processes that combine restorative and retributive goals, such as the Colombian Comprehensive System of Truth, Justice, Reparation, and Non-Repetition Mechanism (CS), are included.

Because of the risk for harm, the many procedural limitations and the often limited number of victims that can actively participate in the proceedings, most of the processes are not always well-equipped to accomplish psychological healing of victims. At the same time, however, a lot can be gained from integrating MHPSS approaches into these mechanisms. The reason why these processes deserve to be the focus of this report is to make them more witness- and victim-centred, increase the well-being of victims participating in the process, reduce the risk for psychological harm, and improve the quality of evidence.

2. Who are the victims and vulnerable witnesses of atrocity crimes, and how do they participate in accountability mechanisms?

Although the victims of atrocity crimes are a very diverse group, what they share in common is that all have suffered from the worst possible violence, primarily committed in environments of conflict or political instability. As a result, the crimes severely impact the individual, their communities, and society (see below). Among the victims are not only those who suffered the violence first-hand but also their partners, relatives, children, grandchildren and even the children of those children, as the impact of atrocity crimes reverberates in the next generations. Despite commonalities, victims of atrocity crimes, as well as victim or survivor groups, do not necessarily all share a similar self-perception. They may have very different views on if, how and when they identify as victims or as survivors, how they wish to be treated, and what their needs are.

The role of victims in justice and accountability mechanisms has significantly developed during the past two decades. At present, victims of atrocity crimes can be called as witnesses in a trial and participate as victims in accountability processes. Depending on the jurisdiction and the type of mechanism, they can provide a victim impact statement, be civil parties in a trial, appear before the court as victims and participate in different stages of the proceedings in other ways, apply for reparations and contribute to collective victim narratives or submissions to the accountability mechanism. In ‘mixed’ mechanisms, such as the Colombian CS mechanism, victims can participate in reconciliation, restoration, and reparation processes and provide evidence in a trial, if needed.

However, several “testimony paradoxes” related to the role of victims and witnesses in accountability mechanisms seem to exist, which create challenges for the implementation of mental health and psychosocial support. Firstly
‘Testimony paradoxes’ primarily highlight the inherent tension within accountability processes that depend significantly on the testimony of those most burdened because of their exposure to violations. The paradoxes emphasise the critical role of witness and victim support for the success of justice processes.

Accountability mechanisms heavily rely on witnesses’ and victims’ testimony, because of their prior exposure to violations. So, the process depends on those who are already most heavily burdened, which makes them often the strongest and the weakest link in the process. Victimisation and the often consequent severe trauma can make victims and witnesses vulnerable, which may affect their willingness and capacity to participate and increase the risk that the process harms them. Despite efforts made to provide psychosocial support, there is still a discrepancy between the weight that is put on the shoulders of witnesses or victims and the rigid nature of a court process. Providing psychosocial support will not eliminate all risks of harm, for some are inherent to the limited flexibility of a court process to adapt itself to the needs of these witnesses and victims. However, such support will still diminish the risks or mitigate their consequences.

Secondly, very vulnerable persons are often kept out of the witness box because of their vulnerability and concerns about the quality of their testimony and the risk of harm. But in reality, they can be very good witnesses on the condition that an appropriate level of support is provided.

Thirdly, experience shows that trauma-related factors which are symptomatic of or contribute to a deterioration of mental health and social functioning of victims, can at times be protective factors during interviewing or testimony, for instance, symptoms and alterations of personality focused on self-preservation, such as dissociative mechanisms or learned helplessness.24

A fourth and final contradiction is the ‘protection paradox’, which lies in the fact that the good practices around the protection of witnesses and victims directly go against the principles of effective psychosocial support of vulnerable persons in conflict-affected settings. Indeed, initiatives to improve well-being are often most successful if rooted in communities and focus on strengthening social cohesion and support.25 However, many accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes operate in contexts where the risk of threats and reprisals against anyone collaborating with the mechanism may be significant, especially if the processes could result in the perpetrators’ incarceration.26 So, keeping the participation in a justice mechanism confidential, or using cover stories or legends, relocation and isolation from the community and similar protection measures, clash with the concept of community-based psychosocial support, which focuses on seeking social and family support to process experiences and enhancing re-connection to the community as a way to overcome the alienation caused by suffering and victimisation.27

While the psychological vulnerability of victims is often automatically assumed, witnesses who are not victims can also be vulnerable and suffer from harm as a result of their participation in the accountability process. Eye-witnesses, as well as so-called ‘insider witnesses’, often perpetrators, can suffer from trauma as a result of the events they were involved in. The psychological impact of testimony on perpetrators is frequently underestimated, while
they are often among the most important witnesses to establish the facts. In restorative or mixed mechanisms, perpetrators also carry another critical role: their full and detailed acknowledgement of their responsibility for crimes is a cornerstone of the process of bringing reconciliation and healing.

A broad definition of vulnerability is preferable to avoid foregone conclusions about who is vulnerable, often based on stereotypes and biases. At the ICC, for instance, it was decided to define it as follows: **Vulnerable witnesses and victims are those persons at an increased risk of psychological harm by appearing before the Court or who experience psychosocial or physical difficulties which affect their ability to appear before the Court.** According to this definition, vulnerability can be determined by different factors, *inter alia*, factors related to the person: age (children or elderly), personality, disability (including cognitive impairments), mental illness or psychosocial problems (such as trauma related problems or lack of social support); factors related to the nature of the crime, in particular victims of sexual or gender based violence, children that are victims of violence, and victims of torture or other crimes involving excessive violence; factors related to particular circumstances, such as significantly increased stress or anxiety due to relocation/resettlement or fear of retaliation, adaptation difficulties related to cultural differences or other factors.28

### 2.1 A gender lens and a focus on children

In light of the above broad definition, it is useful to look through a gender lens at who the vulnerable witnesses and victims of atrocity crimes are. A few observations can be made in this respect:

Firstly, it is notable that in international and hybrid accountability mechanisms, the majority of witnesses called to testify have historically been male, with women predominantly called as victims.29 This pattern reflects the reality that women are disproportionally affected by conflict, including sexual violence.30 But, it can also be explained by the prevailing concepts of conflict, which still depict women as victims and men as aggressors31 and which is reflected in the profile of the witnesses called. Testimony of insider witnesses and perpetrators is critical, for instance, to establish command responsibility, so the witnesses are primarily male. However, there is a growing effort within these mechanisms to address this imbalance, facilitated by gender-focused analyses and evolving prosecutorial strategies.32

Secondly, the prevailing belief that female witnesses are more vulnerable than male witnesses is an oversimplification.33 Vulnerability in a court setting is often expressed through the gravity of traumatic reactions a witness experiences during interviews or testimony and how the person can cope with them. Psychologists at the ICC and in other tribunals observed in their work with witnesses and victims that the level of self-awareness about expected traumatic reactions is inversely related to increased distress during and after testimony. In other words, if witnesses or victims are well aware of signs of distress they expect to experience during testimony, it is easier to prepare and help them cope because the situation becomes more predictable. This awareness enables a more
structured preparation, assisting individuals in coping effectively with the challenges posed by the testimony, as the predictability of their responses increases. The capacity for introspection, or self-reflection, emerges as a key factor in harnessing internal resilience resources. The reality is that a significant proportion of individuals lacking such self-awareness or declining pre-testimony support and counseling are male witnesses. This observation can be linked to stereotypes of masculinity, in particular the self-perceived role as ‘warriors’ or stoic figures, which discourages emotional expression or seeking help. As a result, if these men, often insiders or perpetrators, experience strong traumatic reactions during their testimony, they are often completely overwhelmed by the sudden confrontation with their trauma, which they had to suppress for so long. This sometimes results in a breakdown and more suffering.

More generally, when looking through a gender lens at the different phases of involvement in the accountability mechanism, specific moments can be highlighted which are more sensitive for victims of CARSV or which may be experienced differently, depending on the gender and profile of the witness or survivor. For example, women victims of CARSV, often face considerable barriers in deciding to provide testimony, primarily due to the pervasive fear of stigmatisation, societal rejection or victim-blaming. For male victims of sexual violence or victims from the LGBTQ+ community, these hurdles may also be substantial, although different, as they are often held back by stigma and shame fuelled by traditional views of masculinity and a gendered narrative of conflict and war. Throughout the other stages of the accountability process, similar levels of heightened attention are necessary for the most vulnerable witnesses and victims. This tailored approach acknowledges the unique experiences and needs of these individuals, ensuring that the accountability mechanisms are inclusive, sensitive, and effective in addressing the complexities of gender-based violence and trauma.

Although children are disproportionately affected by conflicts worldwide, they remain notably under-represented as witnesses and participating victims in accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes. This discrepancy can partly be explained by the time which often passes between the crimes committed and the initiation of an accountability process. Most children are adults by the time they can participate in an accountability mechanism focusing on the crimes they suffered earlier in life. However, because of growing international attention on crimes against children and recently increased efforts to document and investigate crimes while the conflict is still ongoing, for instance in Ukraine, children will become a more substantial group of witnesses and victims in the future. As their involvement is shaped by their stage of development, the particular risk for harm and their particular needs and interests, they deserve specialised psychological attention and adapted practices and procedures. There are already some successful precedents in this regard. For example, the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) and the Sierra Leonean Truth and Reconciliation Commission have demonstrated how transitional justice mechanisms can meaningfully and sensitively include children. These examples serve as valuable models for integrating child witnesses and victims in a manner that respects their rights and addresses their specific needs within the framework of accountability for atrocity crimes.
3. Understanding the psychosocial impact of atrocity crimes and the burden of testimony

Brandon Hamber writes: “Where psychology is integrated into social and political processes, it is often done in a rather unsophisticated way. [...] processes often struggle to integrate psychological complexity.” He further points out a common misconception: “that as long as victims were crying at hearings [of the South African TRC], healing will happen”. We agree with the vision of Hamber, who calls this a “very rudimentary notion of catharsis”. At the basis of this error lies a persistent limited understanding of the psychological impact of atrocity crimes, the value and burden of testimony and, as a consequence, the diffuse expectations about what accountability processes can bring to participating victims. More importantly, it illustrates the often poor understanding of the MHPSS approaches and the role psychosocial experts can play in the process.

This begs the question: how can a better understanding of the impact of atrocity crimes and of testifying about these crimes help us to grasp how accountability processes can contribute to healing? And how can MHPSS approaches play a catalyst role in this process?

3.1 The psychosocial impact of atrocity crimes

Atrocity crimes can lead to a wide range of psychosocial problems for victims and affected communities. Victims often struggle to recover from acts of extreme violence and experience significant difficulties to regain control over their lives and re-establish connections with their communities. In addition to the individual harm, societies may also suffer from trauma. Widespread violence leads to the rupture of the social fabric and loss of connection, leaving communities fragmented. Some crimes, such as sexual violence, are a practice of war and sometimes a tool committed to dislocate families and destroy the social fabric purposely. Individual and collective suffering are also interlinked and interdependent, which makes the experience of direct and indirect victims and future generations complex and layered.

Psychological suffering after atrocity crimes is frequently referred to as trauma, which can be defined as “an event, series of events, or set of circumstances that is experienced by an individual as physically or emotionally harmful or life-threatening and that has lasting adverse effects on the individual's functioning and mental, physical, social, emotional, or spiritual well-being”. This concept is often narrowed down to the psychiatric diagnosis of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), which refers to the presence of a well-defined set of symptoms of intrusion, avoidance and hyper-arousal as a consequence of the exposure to a traumatic event. However, this diagnosis has a narrow focus and describes just one manifestation of psychological suffering in the aftermath of atrocities, while often a general increase in mental illness is observed. In addition, the clinical use of the concept of PTSD strictly based on its diagnostic criteria neither considers the impact of traumatisation on the family system or the entire social surroundings nor does it reflect the wide variety of cultural manifestations of grief and individual responses to trauma.
and suffering. Moreover, it often overlooks the capacity of individual resiliency and the possibility of recovery without clinical care. Trauma affects the capacity of victims to relate to others and the world. Also, traumatisation in the context of atrocity crimes is often due to years of violence and long-lasting, recurrent, extremely traumatic experiences. All these elements are not captured in the clinical, ‘Western’ definition of post-traumatic stress. However, it would be a mistake to conclude that concepts of mental disorders, as well as their treatment, have no relevance outside of Western cultures. Also, the neurobiological basis of trauma, which highlights the universality of the problem, plays a critical role in the understanding of the impact of trauma on information processing and the consequences for the interview and testimony process, which is why a trauma-informed approach, integrated into broader MHPSS approaches, can offer a solid basis to develop good practices. Furthermore, victims of CARSV or torture, crimes which are increasingly at the centre of investigations, have a higher risk of developing symptoms of extreme trauma, which makes use of a trauma-informed approach relevant. And finally, the critical importance of the sense of loss of control as part of trauma makes it a central aspect of the interaction with witnesses and victims. However, the provision of psychosocial support can help turn testimony into a healing experience for some victims and vulnerable witnesses. The clear presence of resilience and strong motivation to testify should, therefore, be seen in juxtaposition to the suffering and need for support, as victims are also survivors who are much more than their trauma.

3.2 The burden of participating in an accountability mechanism

What is the impact of the involvement in accountability mechanisms on victims and witnesses in light of the complex and multi-layered effects of atrocity crimes? Mindful that participation can take many forms, the potentially negative impact can be partly described under the umbrella of re-traumatisation and revictimisation. The positive effects discussed below can exist at different levels, such as a sense of contributing to achieving justice, punishment of perpetrators, reconciliation and reparations, establishing the truth, individual and collective healing, finding acknowledgement, meaning or closure and many more personal and collective evaluations, depending on the motivation to participate in the accountability mechanism.

Re-traumatisation in this context refers to the exacerbation of trauma-related distress or the process in which trauma-related reactions and survivor behaviour are reactivated as a direct result of victims’ and witnesses’ exposure to triggers during their involvement with an accountability mechanism. For instance, the nature and the level of detail of facts that need to be recalled during an investigative interview or testimony in court can trigger traumatic memories and reactions during and after the interview. “Although the exposure may not be inherently traumatic but may only carry reminders of the original traumatic event or relationship, re-traumatisation typically refers to the re-emergence of symptoms previously experienced as a result of the trauma.”

When vulnerable witnesses or victims experience flashbacks during their testimony in court, they can be triggered by questions about their traumatic experience. However, sometimes more neutral elements or questions, such as
a tone of voice used in court, simple questions about where a victim lived or simply the witness’s thoughts, can evoke flashbacks. These re-emerging reactions can be addressed by psychological support during and after testimony. However, for some victims who experience frequent re-emerging of flashbacks or trauma reactions during the process, this can lead to an exacerbation of trauma symptoms or other signs of suffering after the testimony.

**Revictimisation or secondary victimisation** refers to a victim’s experience of feeling victimized again by the justice system. Revictimisation can be caused by the attitude of those representing the mechanism. Specifically, expressions of stereotypes and biases towards the victim and the crime, disbelief about what occurred, minimalization of or suspicion about the victims’ experience, an uninformed attitude of investigators or victim-blaming can trigger feelings of shame and guilt in survivors.54 It can also be caused by the process itself if the rights of the victim are not respected or if the nature and complexity of the legal process take away their sense of control. Also, the adversarial nature of proceedings can be experienced as offensive and revictimizing. Often, the sense of responsibility and urge to find justice may create pressure to disregard the personal boundaries of victims and those prosecuting the crime. The exposure to threats, the risk of physical harm and the anxiety it causes can also be revictimizing. For various reasons, including persistent gender stereotypes and poor investigative practices, victims of CARSV are particularly vulnerable to revictimisation.55

Finally, **poor management of victims’ expectations** is a factor that is strongly associated with revictimisation. Insufficient information or wrong expectations about the process, goal, expected outcome, duration and complexity may increase the burden for witnesses and victims.56 Sometimes, the justice system does not meet victims’ reasonable expectations. “Victims may feel secondarily victimised when their expectations do not meet up with how they are treated during the trial by the judge or a defence lawyer.”57 Management of expectations should also include providing information on possible outcomes of the judicial process, the importance of fair trials, and the value of an acquittal. It requires contextualising the value of criminal prosecutions as part of the broader realm of transitional justice initiatives. Expectation management is a process that requires an ongoing dialogue throughout their involvement, especially as satisfaction with the process is one of the critical elements influencing recovery.

The devastating impact of re-traumatisation and revictimisation cannot be underestimated, as it taints to a large extent the overall experience with the justice system. Re-traumatisation and revictimisation are two processes that partly overlap and mutually reinforce each other. Victims who experience revictimisation are also more likely to experience re-traumatisation and vice versa. The devastating impact of re-traumatisation and re-victimisation cannot be underestimated, as it negatively taints the overall justice system experience. Notably, a negative experience has a cascading effect on the mental health of the victim. “The negative impact of criminal proceedings against the alleged perpetrator(s) is one of the factors that may explain the elevated risk for developing persistent complex bereavement disorder, PTSD, and depression after a violent death of a loved one.”58 Negative experiences also impact the willingness of other victims who are considering coming forward to testify and, ultimately, on the capacity to prosecute grave crimes.
It needs to be noted that even in well-led mechanisms which integrate MHPSS and trauma-informed approaches, operate in a witness and victim-centred manner, where victims’ rights are respected, and where the risks for re-traumatisation and re-victimisation are managed, participation can be a heavy burden for victims and witnesses. No matter where they are in their process of grief and overcoming suffering, the confrontation with memories of the past and with all that was lost is often painful and challenging despite the good that can result from accountability processes.

4. How can the integration of MHPSS approaches into accountability mechanisms mitigate the risk of harm and improve the quality of evidence and well-being for victims of atrocity crimes?

MHPSS approaches include a broad range of activities and interventions to address psychosocial problems and needs and prevent or treat mental disorders. In the context of accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes, MHPSS approaches can have three distinct and concrete goals to:

- mitigate psychological harm caused by the involvement in the accountability mechanism,
- enhance the quality of the evidence gathering and of testimony and to facilitate the interaction with the accountability mechanism,
- protect and contribute to the well-being of witnesses and victims involved in the process.

The implementation of the above goals can contribute to two larger long-term goals to:

- enhance the capacity of the accountability mechanism to contribute to healing,
- facilitate access to justice for victims.

In addition, MHPSS approaches can be the basis for strategies to support professionals working in accountability processes and protect them against vicarious trauma and other mental health risks.

Among humanitarian actors, there is consensus to present MHPSS approaches as an intervention pyramid of multi-layered, complementary supports, ranging from basic services and security, community and family supports, focused, non-specialised services to specialised services, with a focus on cultural sensitivity and ethical approaches. Mirroring this pyramid, MHPSS interventions in relation to accountability mechanisms can be grouped in a similar way. (see Figure 2)
Provided by services outside the mechanism to victims and the general population

- Specialised psychotherapeutic or psychiatric care; Individual or group counselling by psychosocial experts.
- Psycho-education and support at one-stop-centers, discussion groups for victims, basic mental health care by primary health care workers; support persons accompanying witnesses and victims during testimony.
- Awareness raising about the accountability mechanism by victims’ groups and CSOs; community-based healing or mourning initiatives.
- Inclusion of psychosocial considerations in planning and implementation of basic services.

Provided by the mechanism to witnesses and participating victims, within the limitations of its mandate to facilitate participation and prevent harm

- Vulnerability and fit-to-interview assessments conducted by psychologists; provision of psychological support before, during and after an investigative interview or testimony; offering expert guidance to investigators during interviews; referral to specialised mental health services or psychotherapy.
- Psycho-education and familiarisation by support staff; psychological first aid; assistance to access health services or victim support groups; integration support for relocated witnesses; income-generating projects as support measure for particularly vulnerable witnesses and victims. Managing peer-support networks for staff.
- Outreach activities in affected communities; engaging with victim rights groups and CSOs; Supporting initiatives to address stigmatisation at the community level; ordering and facilitating the implementation of reparations; communicating with communities about forensic investigations (e.g. exhumations of mass graves etc.)
- Implementation of a Do No Harm approach; Ensuring protection against threats and potential harm as a result of the involvement of the witnesses or victims in the accountability process; assistance with clothing, transport and travel to facilitate participation; Training of staff on vicarious trauma, self-care, and interaction with witnesses and victims.

**IASC Model (adapted)**

**Figure 2**  
MHPS interventions in the context of activities of accountability mechanisms (adapted from IASC mental health and psychosocial support intervention pyramid).61

In addition to the interventions, there is an important advisory role for psychosocial experts involved in the work of accountability mechanisms to mainstream a Do No Harm-approach throughout the mechanism, train staff and community-based organisations involved, advise Judges, prosecutors and others on matters related to mental health.
health and vulnerability of witnesses and victims and advise and implement strategies for staff support and prevention of vicarious trauma.

In most accountability mechanisms, MHPSS approaches for witnesses and victims are developed within the limitations of a clear legal, operational and ethical framework, which determines the boundaries of the support and assistance provided. For instance, the ICC regulatory framework, in particular its delineation of the mandate of the Victims and Witnesses Section, guides the scope of support and assistance as limited to measures put in place to facilitate interaction with the Court and prevent further harm resulting from this interaction.62

In addition to the support provided by the mechanism, external entities such as victim groups, civil society organisations and health services play an essential role in offering psychosocial support to victims.

4.1 Mitigation of risk for psychological harm

The risk for psychological harm to witnesses and victims in accountability processes for atrocity crimes has been increasingly recognised by the international community.

Do No Harm is a fundamental principle of medical ethics that requires an assessment before providing an intervention or treatment to determine whether ‘to do something good or to do nothing’. Nowadays, the principle is also firmly anchored in the humanitarian and justice codes of conduct and practices.63 The Do No Harm principle and the obligation to protect victims’ and witnesses’ safety, physical and psychological well-being, dignity and privacy have been enshrined into the Statutes, legal frameworks and applicable international standards and guidelines.64

Although the obligation to prevent harm and protect witnesses is a shared responsibility,65 in many accountability mechanisms, a specialised victims and witnesses section is trusted with the mandate to protect witnesses and victims from harm. This unit usually operates as an independent and neutral entity inside the mechanism to ensure an objective assessment of risk and implementation of measures in the best interest of the witness or victim.

Psychologists and other psychosocial experts, often but not always connected to the victims and witnesses section, have an important role to play in advising the mechanism to mainstream a Do No Harm approach, and to integrate MHPSS approaches in policies and procedures which are focused on prevention of re-traumatisation and revictimisation.66

Concretely, the risk for re-traumatisation can be addressed by direct, specialised interventions and by focused non-specialist interventions. For instance, culturally appropriate psychological support before, during, and after interviews or testimony, possibly preceded by a psychosocial vulnerability assessment, can help mitigate the risk of re-traumatisation. Interventions can focus on reducing anxiety and calming the witness or victim down, providing tools to manage traumatic reactions and monitoring risk. Psychologists can also advise interviewers on identifying
and removing triggers, building rapport, and approaching difficult parts of the questioning. Advising Judges and parties on the need for special measures can mitigate the risk of re-traumatisation during testimony. Information about the possible psychological impact of testimony can help manage witnesses’ and victims’ expectations and create predictability.

Addressing the risk of revictimisation demands a much broader effort, as it may require changes in the entire involvement process to make every step more victim and witness-centred. Efforts should focus on adapting processes to the vulnerabilities, capacities and, in the case of children, the developmental stage of victims and witnesses; offering a sense of control through ongoing contact with witnesses and victims, informed consent processes and applying the highest level of confidentiality regarding medical, psychological and other personal information; respecting professional roles, procedures and ethical standards are indispensable to protect the dignity of witnesses and victims, to avoid wrong expectations or unprofessional treatment of witnesses and victims. Respecting the personal boundaries of everyone involved serves the same purpose. Last but not least, the mitigation of risk for threats, stigmatisation, retaliation or physical harm is a basic condition to avoid re-victimisation by the justice system.

Staff support and training are also vital tools to protect victims and witnesses. Training on the psychosocial aspects of testimony, interviewing techniques, confidentiality, informed consent processes, and related topics is essential.

Protecting victims and witnesses should also include the management of their expectations and guidance in their decision to participate, as exaggerated expectations create a risk of re-victimisation. Fit-to-interview assessments can assist in probing for expectations and motivations to testify. However, rather than excluding witnesses or victims from the process because of their inflated or wrong expectations, more time needs to be spent on providing information, helping them to get a better insight into their motivations and emotions and guiding them through the process. This may be particularly important for victims who are strongly driven by emotions or suffering in their decision to participate. It has been shown that anger, for example, is a strong motivator to decide to participate in a trial as a victim, which is associated with higher levels of psychopathology in comparison with those who choose not to participate.67

4.2 Enhancing the quality of evidence and facilitating testimony

The significant progress made in psychological research around memory processes has expanded our knowledge about how trauma affects information processing and how it influences information encoding, storage and recall.68 This evolution impacts how MHPSS and trauma-informed approaches can be used to enhance the quality of evidence gathered from witness and victim statements and facilitate testimony.
It has been established that imprints of traumatic experiences include traumatic memories, which are qualitatively different from autobiographical memories of childhood events or lifespan milestones such as graduation from school. The traumatic memories are, at least initially, dissociated mental imprints of sensory and affective elements of the traumatic experience. As a result, if recalled, these memories are often fragmented, non-chronological, sensory, and highly emotional snippets of information. Some parts are remembered vividly, while accessing other memories may be difficult. Persons suffering from trauma may report that the memories sometimes come back suddenly as intense re-visualisations of the traumatic scene, also called flashbacks, or as intrusive thoughts, nightmares or other ‘flight or fight’ responses. Flashbacks consist of detailed images that provoke intense emotions of fear, helplessness and horror. Persons suffering from trauma report that they sometimes feel “as if it is all happening again”, while at the same time, they often try to avoid anything that reminds them of the event. Sometimes, they lack any emotional response and come across as numb. Or they report significant gaps in their memory of the event or experience, sometimes subtle, moments of ‘absence’. These can be moments of dissociation, a very powerful survival mechanism to protect against unbearable suffering that can affect the process of information processing in very significant ways.

The vicious circle of trying to forget and being forced to remember often has a destabilising effect on the lives of victims suffering from trauma. They often express how the traumatic events made them feel powerless, unable to act against their aggressor, and incapable of protecting themselves and their loved ones against the threat of being killed, raped or otherwise harmed. Afterwards, the trauma symptoms again cause a sense of loss of control, as the unwanted, intrusive thoughts, flashbacks or nightmares seem to appear arbitrarily, prompted by seemingly random triggers.

A lot of findings and practices developed in psychological care settings and research found their way to the criminal justice practice. These therapeutic interventions can significantly improve the interview process.

This dynamic also has significant consequences for the interview and testimony process. Accessing the memories during an interview can be daunting because of the strong emotions it provokes. Trauma reactions might be triggered by a state of hyperarousal or nervousness, by the type of questions, by non-verbal behaviours or the interviewer’s voice, and by the way rapport is established. The characteristics of the interview room or other non-threatening situational cues or random aspects of the interview set-up can also play a role; it can initially be challenging for interviewees to establish chronology or describe facts in an organised manner; they might suffer from nightmares after the interview or experience intense feelings of sadness, guilt, shame or suicidal thoughts in the days or weeks after. Also, if re-interviewed after a long time, persons with a high level of trauma face a higher likelihood that their accounts are inconsistent, especially in details they rate as peripheral to their experience. If these trauma-related factors are not adequately addressed throughout the interview, they can ultimately affect the witness’s credibility.
For these reasons, the use of a **trauma-informed interview model** is of critical importance as it takes into consideration the knowledge about trauma and memory. The role of psychologists and other experts in this process can be two-fold: they can advise on the design of the interview protocols and court procedures and provide training to investigators, and they can provide vulnerability assessments and support vulnerable witnesses and victims before, during and after the interview.

Many findings and practices developed in psychological care settings and research have found their way into the criminal justice practice. These therapeutic interventions can significantly improve the interview process. For example, research showed that different approaches to regulating distress are regarded as essential to maintaining rapport in investigative interviewing of traumatised interviewees. In essence, the trauma-informed interview models build on the knowledge about trauma, memory, and memory-enhancing techniques, as well as on clinical expertise on creating a relationship of trust and giving control to the victim as a basis to share difficult memories and create a precise, chronological and truthful narrative of events.

Rapport-building reduces anxiety and increases the accuracy of recall, in particular in response to open-ended questions.

---

**Building rapport and creating safety** traditionally refer to clinical settings where therapists build an alliance and a shared understanding with their clients to create a safe space for psychotherapeutic interventions. In an investigative setting, building rapport is essential to reducing anxiety. If familiarity and connection are developed, and survivors or witnesses feel that the interviewer is supportive, many will feel more at ease and less anxious. Further, if emotional reactions are appropriately managed and the interviewee becomes more at ease, the amount and quality of information obtained will likely increase.77 It is easier for traumatised interviewees to stay within their window of tolerance78 and experience less dissociation if they are in a relaxed state. Numerous empirical studies examining investigative interviews of children have shown that rapport-building by a supportive interviewer increases the overall accuracy of child witness reports and decreases the number of incorrect responses to misleading questions.79 For adults, studies show that rapport-building reduces anxiety and increases the accuracy of recall, in particular in response to open-ended questions.80 Concretely, rapport building occurs when interviewers recognise the emotional state of the interviewee, especially the non-verbal signs of distress. Often, the body is the first to react to the interviewer’s questions. Communicating acceptance, modelling how to cope with painful emotions, responding to emotional needs and offering positive feedback are therapeutic skills which can contribute to better interview outcomes. However, developing these therapeutic skills requires training and practice. Psychologists can help interviewers by conducting pre-interview psychosocial assessments and being present during interviews or available to interviewers and interviewees to provide feedback, guidance and support.

Other elements of the trauma-informed interview model reflect current scientific knowledge about how trauma works. For instance, using a free narrative phase gives interviewees control to safely gather their thoughts and provide a narrative without being too quickly directed toward recalling painful memories or filling in memory gaps.
More specific questions can be asked to build on their narrative only when the person has safely explored their story. The same applies to open-ended questions, which allow the interviewee to scan fragile memories without being misled. For interviews with children, questions need to be developmentally and culturally appropriate. In conjunction with their cultural context, their cognitive, linguistic, emotional, and social development level must be considered to avoid incorrect answers, miscommunication, and misunderstandings.

Including an MHPSS approach in the interview process by making it trauma-informed and focusing more on rapport will enhance the quality and quantity of the evidence gathered. Research showed that interviewees in such settings reported substantially more information than in ‘non-rapport’ interview settings.

4.3 Improving well-being and contributing to healing

How can MHPSS approaches contribute to the well-being of witnesses and victims involved in the process and, ultimately, enhance the capacity of the accountability mechanism to contribute to healing?

To answer this question, two issues should be considered. Firstly, how should well-being be defined in this context? And secondly, do accountability mechanisms contribute to healing? And if so, how?

Ideally, accountability mechanisms should operate in such a way that victims involved can experience a sense of agency in the process, which helps them to regain control over their lives, find connection, no longer being in the grips of the past and thus improve their well-being.

There are different ways to define well-being, some focusing on the presence or absence of signs or symptoms of suffering and trauma, while others centre more on the factors that support health and well-being. One of the latter frameworks that can be very useful in this context of testimony and resilience is Antonovsky’s “Sense of Coherence” model as a conceptualisation of successful coping. This model has high cross-cultural validity and strongly indicates well-being. In short, a sense of coherence is a trait which refers to a person’s capacity to make sense of the world, find meaning, and, above all, experience a sense of makeability, predictability, control and agency. Equally important for well-being is a sense of belonging and connection to others in the past, present and future. Well-being is also closely linked to broader socio-economic factors. Specific to the key features of trauma and the multi-layered impact of conflict, it is clear that atrocity crimes destroy the ‘building blocks’ of well-being. As a minimum goal, an accountability mechanism should not further undermine a victim’s sense of coherence or alienate them from their community. Ideally, it should operate so that victims experience a sense of agency that helps them regain a grip on their lives, find connection, be unstuck from their past, and improve their well-being.

Some research indicates a causal relationship between the interview style in an investigative interview and psychosocial well-being in terms of a sense of coherence. In settings where the interviewer had a ‘humanitarian style',
Interviewees reported a higher sense of coherence. Increased anxiety during the interview was associated with a lower sense of coherence.86

There is a large and growing body of research showing that disclosure of traumatic events reduces stress and health problems. The formation of a narrative is a critical predictor of good mental health.87 However, “Just revealing is not just healing”. The mere expression of emotions during a court hearing is not therapeutic.88 Research indicates that delivering a victim impact statement in a trial does not have a therapeutic effect in significantly decreasing anger or anxiety. “The therapeutic effect of participation does not lie in the mere expression of emotion but in the sense of control perceived. Victims who experience higher feelings of control over their recovery show a decrease in feelings of anger and anxiety.”89 Empirical research on the impact of satisfaction with the criminal justice process on the emotional recovery of victims shows mixed results. While some studies indicate that satisfaction leads to improved well-being, other research report inconclusive findings.90

The above findings show the complexity of how testimony affects well-being and the complication of justice’s mechanisms’ ambition to bring healing. Above all, it is clear that it is not just the fact that mechanisms give space to victims to participate or testify, but rather how the process works, which seems to be the key factor to well-being. When victims are given a role as active agents in a humane process focused on dignity, providing support, and bringing acknowledgement and meaning that meets their expectations, the process can contribute to their well-being and healing. The minimal research done on the psychological impact of the work of international criminal tribunals on participating victims and witnesses seems to confirm this conclusion.91

However, at the same time, it is undeniable that participating victims and witnesses are often emotionally burdened by their involvement and that they take considerable risks to serve the bigger goals of accountability processes. In criminal justice processes, which are still often retributive in nature, victims who agree to testify as witnesses serve the process. Their story is used to bring evidence. The direct purpose is not their healing but a decision about the guilt of the accused or the establishment of facts. Also, non-judicial processes and traditional justice mechanisms, often with a clear restorative goal, are not spared from this paradox. Some studies on the effectiveness of truth commissions and traditional justice mechanisms indicate that participating victims often felt significantly worse after their testimony or that giving testimony was an emotionally painful experience. However, the collective ritual of the hearings had a positive effect at a societal level, for instance, in terms of enhanced social integration and group identity.92

The tension between personal distress and collective gain can be better understood as a sense of coherence in the context of well-being. Victims are driven by their need for acknowledgement, their wish to create meaning and regain a sense of control, or, as Stover put it: “their compelling need to tell their story”.93 To reach this goal, they...
are willing to accept – at least temporarily – an increase in emotional suffering by agreeing to bring forward their evidence. However, this does not mean that their emotional suffering should be taken for granted. In mechanisms that are not survivor-centred, where little or no psychosocial support is available, there is a higher likelihood that victims and witnesses look back at their experience in a more negative way. The risk for re-traumatisation and revictimisation is elevated under these circumstances.\(^{94}\)

Research on the work of international and hybrid accountability mechanisms confirms that accountability processes where support was available resulted in more positive feedback from witnesses and victims. Research on the SCSL reveals that witness’ worries fade over time, and their well-being increases when their physical safety is ensured, information is familiar and accessible, and extensive psychosocial and other support is offered throughout the process.\(^{95}\) Similar research indicates that victim-witnesses “...valued the opportunity to break their long-held silences and that testifying [...] caused them to feel a sense of great psychological freedom and relief.”\(^{96}\) Research conducted at the ICC concludes that providing psychosocial support and extensive familiarisation with the process is critical for witness well-being.\(^{97}\)

Clearly, factors related to the whole spectrum of MHPSS approaches, such as targeted psychosocial support, familiarisation with mechanism’s processes, and fulfilment of basic needs such as safety, make a difference for witnesses and victims. It illustrates that integrating mental health and psychosocial approaches is not a ‘nice to have’ but rather an essential tool to improve well-being and allow mechanisms to fulfil their promise of healing.

However, the ‘protection paradox’ or tension between efforts to ensure the protection of victims and witnesses on the one hand and interventions to enhance well-being on the other explains why community-based long-term support is a missing element in the spectrum of MHPSS approaches described above. Indeed, the obligation to keep witnesses and victims’ identities and the content of testimony confidential often limits the capacity for victims and witnesses to talk about their experiences as witnesses or victims outside the mechanism and seek support at the community level. For that reason, individually targeted psychosocial support is often the only available alternative. At the same time, other victims who do not participate directly in the accountability process may also need psychosocial support because the work of the mechanism may trigger painful memories or might stir up the underlying community dynamics. Therefore, targeted MHPSS interventions in accountability mechanisms should be accompanied by broader initiatives to strengthen access to community-based long-term mental health and psychosocial support for all victims.

However, even if the scope of the interventions is limited, MHPSS approaches are meaningful. Experience developed at the ICC thought us that the restricted space for intervention set by the institutional mandate creates an opportunity rather than a limitation. Indeed, the goal of the psychosocial work at the ICC is not therapeutic.
but rather one of facilitating participation and preventing further harm due to involvement in the court process. Indirectly, by helping achieve positive and meaningful participation, psychologists contribute to bringing closure and ‘catharsis’ for witnesses and victims. The restorative impact primarily lies within the judicial process – enclosed in the different steps from statement taking to testifying to judgment – even if this process is mainly retributive. In this way, facilitating access to justice in a dignified way and ensuring meaningful interaction with the Court can ultimately have a therapeutic effect for many people.\textsuperscript{98} Restorative processes, though, and even more so those with a mixed retributive-restorative justice design, such as the Colombian Special Jurisdiction for Peace, can be expected to have an even more substantial potential to bring healing and restore the social fabric.\textsuperscript{99}

### 4.4. Vicarious trauma and other mental health risks for professionals

Also, professionals working in justice processes and directly with victims and witnesses need to be protected from psychological harm. They can suffer from secondary trauma, vicarious trauma, and other mental health risks as a result of their exposure to stories, images and materials depicting and describing traumatic events.

**Vicarious trauma** refers to the process in which indirect exposure to trauma through a first-hand account or narrative of a traumatic event can in itself constitute a traumatic experience for the person involved. It is usually a slow, cumulative process that occurs over the course of being directly or indirectly exposed to a significant number of personal stories. Anyone who engages empathetically with survivors of trauma is potentially affected.

**Secondary traumatic stress** refers to symptoms that may appear after listening to trauma stories and which are similar to symptoms trauma survivors experience. The phenomenon is closely related to **compassion fatigue**, which refers to the physical, emotional, and psychological impact of helping others.\textsuperscript{100}

**Workplace burnout** is a psychological syndrome that involves an extended response to chronic occupational stress. It is not related to direct or indirect trauma exposure.\textsuperscript{101}

Staff members who interact with witnesses and victims can only do so in a responsible way if they respect their boundaries, are aware of the risks of vicarious trauma, and have the tools to strengthen their coping skills. Overburdened, apathetic or over-involved staff members cannot build rapport with witnesses and victims, recognise their needs or appropriately interact with them. Psychologists are well placed to advise the mechanism of procedures and policies and monitor the boundaries and professional roles of everyone interacting with witnesses and victims.

For persons suffering from primary trauma, the additional exposure to vicarious trauma may exacerbate primary trauma-symptoms and suffering. This may be a risk for local staff of the accountability mechanism, who may have lived through the conflict themselves. Also particularly at risk are investigators and analysts who hear first-hand accounts of witnesses and victims. Many have to frequently review violent (social media) photos and video footage. A
safe approach is to assume that everyone who is exposed is at risk, independent from their professional position, as personal history of staff is often not known. Also, the field of transitional and international justice tends to attract people with a strong drive and sense of justice. Sometimes, the personal motivation to work for a justice mechanism can be rooted in a personal or family history of trauma, displacement or conflict which may resonate with the stories of victims heard in a professional context.

The psychological burden of working with victims and witnesses also interferes with other work-related stressors that may be present in an accountability mechanism, such as high workload, high expectations of the (international) community, an adversarial environment, or a sometimes toxic work climate.

Professionals who interact with witnesses and victims can only do so in a responsible way if they respect their personal boundaries, are aware of risks for vicarious trauma, and have the tools to strengthen their coping skills.
PART II  Integration of MHPSS approaches throughout the testimony timeline – Good Practices

This section describes what the integration of MHPSS approaches and trauma-informed recommendations in accountability mechanisms concretely looks like, along with the practices for implementing them in justice settings.

From a victim- and witness-centred perspective, it is most logical to look at MHPSS approaches that align chronology with their use within each accountability mechanism.

For example, in the testimony timeline, different phases of involvement of victims and witnesses can be identified that are determined by each stage of the legal process. For instance, a witness can give a statement during investigations to the prosecution, and testify during the trial stage. The defence can identify witnesses during the pre-trial or trial stage, and, depending on the legal system, a legal representative for victims can also start representing a victim during the trial stage and continue to accompany them until reparations are ordered. Also, investigative and documentation processes follow some of the phases of this timeline. They can interview witnesses and victims during their investigations but hand over the case to national jurisdictions for a trial, in which a witness or victim can participate much later. For Commissions of Enquiry and similar processes the engagement with witnesses and victims would not proceed beyond the statement taking during investigations.

Within these phases of the testimony timeline critical steps are identified when considering the process with a psychosocial lens. These are particularly important as they shape the experience of victims’ and witnesses’ involvement and are critical moments in establishing trust and agency in the process.

Finally, a description of the different critical steps in the testimony timeline lists the good practices for each phase to address the risk of harm and facilitate participation. Those include specific MHPSS approaches and more general methods, which contribute to an essential pre-condition for MHPSS approaches to succeed.
Investigations
- Reduce hurdles to statement taking or interview
- Establish rapport and create safety
- Ask for informed consent and ensure confidentiality
- Provide support during a trauma-informed interview

Pre-Trial stage

Trial stage

Testimony
- Determine special measures and (need for) procedural protective measures
- Provide psychological support during testimony

Post-testimony

Judgment

Appeals stage
- Order and implement reparations

Offer pre-testimony witness familiarisation, protection and support

Offer post-testimony support, protection and follow up

Testimony timeline

Figure 3  Phases of the victim and witness-centred testimony timeline. This timeline spans all stages of the legal process. Critical steps have been delineated within each phase. They shape the experience of victims’ and witnesses’ involvement and are critical moments to establish trust and agency in the process.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Principal Recommendations

1.1 Structural integration of MHPSS approaches in accountability mechanisms and the role of psychosocial experts.

a. Anchor MHPSS approaches and trauma-informed methodologies into the legal and operational framework of the accountability mechanism and in all stages of the victim and witness-centred testimony timeline, based on a Do No Harm approach.

b. Include the necessary human and financial resources in the core funding of the accountability mechanism to adequately support the delivery of MHPSS approaches and trauma-informed methodologies.

c. Develop an interdisciplinary senior leadership team, including a psychosocial expert, to ensure the incorporation of MHPSS approaches and a trauma-informed lens in strategic decision-making, planning and implementation of mental health and psychosocial services.

d. Ensure a multidisciplinary staffing composition at the operational level that includes psychologists and, where relevant, other psychosocial experts with expertise in trauma and MHPSS in conflict-affected settings.

e. Create a psychosocial support team to operationally coordinate MHPSS activities and engage with support networks of local psychosocial services and civil society.

f. Prioritise recruitment of psychosocial experts with a shared language and similar cultural background as the witnesses and victims.

g. Integrate victim and witness-centred and trauma-informed approaches throughout all processes, policies, and operational procedures.

h. Ensure provision of culturally appropriate support which protects the dignity and privacy of victims and witnesses and facilitates their involvement in the process.

i. Strengthen multidisciplinary and multisectoral collaboration within national justice processes.

j. Provide ongoing training on interacting with victims and witnesses to relevant staff.

k. Integrate MHPSS approaches in the design of the prosecutorial strategy for each case to include the short and long-term psychological harm suffered by victims and their communities resulting from atrocity crimes.

1.2 Address vicarious trauma, other mental health risks, and the need for staff support

a. Formulate a comprehensive strategy to identify and address risks for vicarious trauma, and other mental health risks as a result of working in a justice context.
Train all staff and managers on mental health risks and coping skills.

Design interview protocols, field missions and other procedures which ensure protection of staff and provide access to support.

Embed one or more staff counsellors inside the accountability mechanisms and make available staff support to everyone interacting with victims and witnesses of atrocity crimes, regardless of their contractual status.

2. Investigations

2.1 Reduce hurdles for victims and witnesses to report, give a statement, or otherwise engage with accountability mechanism

Create and support initiatives to tackle institutionalised stigma and victim-blaming.

Amend legal frameworks to align them with initiatives eradicating institutionalised stigma and victim-blaming.

Address institutional culture change necessary to fulfil the aims of eradicating institutionalised stigma and victim-blaming.

Provide relevant training of magistrates, law enforcement staff, and others.

Prioritize active engagement of community-based organisations (CBOs) and victims’ rights groups to build trust in the accountability mechanism.

Create an environment in which victims and witnesses feel motivated and safe to engage with the accountability mechanism.

Facilitate awareness and grassroots support of victims by CBOs and victims’ rights groups.

Inform victims about the judicial process.

Manage expectations of victims about possible outcomes of the judicial process.

In communicating with victims, contextualize the role of criminal prosecutions within the broader pursuit of transitional justice.

Clarify the roles and responsibilities of the different entities inside the accountability mechanism regarding interaction with witnesses and victims.

Clarify the roles of CSOs and victims’ groups in investigative processes.

Ensure the effective coordination of CSOs’ services throughout the investigative process.

Advocate for the establishment of integrated, comprehensive support centres for victims.

Facilitate access for victims to culturally appropriate, community-driven psychosocial support initiatives.

Implement initiatives designed to offer prompt assistance to victims and witnesses.

Construct an environment that supports ongoing investigative efforts with trauma-informed interview techniques.
r Identify other existing barriers to active participation in accountability processes and take measures to reduce them.

2.2 Establish rapport and create safety

a Establish a protocol for assessing threats and risks, specifically designed for victims and witnesses, to be implemented before conducting investigative interviews.

b Anticipate and implement necessary protection measures for victims and witnesses who actively participate in the accountability process.

c Perform pre-interview screenings and psychosocial vulnerability assessments for victims and witnesses at high risk of psychological harm or facing challenges during investigative interviews.

d Prior to investigative interviews, equip victims and witnesses with culturally sensitive psychoeducation.

e Provide a comfortable, quiet and safe meeting and interview setting.

f Create a referral system to provide victims and witnesses engaged with the accountability process access to essential support services.

g Integrate psychosocial interventions with investigative processes of atrocity crimes.

h Enhance efforts to improve referral systems and build local capacities which serve all victims.

i Allocate resources to training programs aimed at enhancing the ability to build rapport with witnesses and victims.

j Evaluate how operational processes and practices impact rapport building.

2.3 Ask for informed consent and ensure confidentiality

a Establish mandatory and standardised procedures to obtain informed, contemporaneous, and voluntary consent.

b Allocate ample time for witnesses and victims to give their consent.

c Implement consent as an ongoing, evolving process during the entire duration of victims’ and witnesses’ engagement with the accountability mechanism.

d Utilise psychosocial support and, where possible, legal representation to assist victims and witnesses in making informed choices regarding their participation in the accountability mechanism.

e Secure informed consent from parents or guardians and obtain assent from children for their participation in processes related to the accountability mechanism.

f Include a focus on confidentiality in all witness and victim-related processes.

g Clearly articulate the boundaries and limitations of confidentiality within the framework of the accountability mechanism.

h Ensure the utmost confidentiality of victims’ and witnesses’ medical and psychological records.
i Develop standardised tools and processes for the collection of forensic medical and mental health evidence.

j Gather only the necessary medical or psychological information that is required for accountability mechanism processes.

k Establish an independent Victim and Witnesses Section tasked with supporting and safeguarding witnesses and victims.

### 2.4 Provide support during the witness and victim-centred investigative interview

a Use a trauma-informed interview model to interview witnesses and victims.

b Use specific interview models to interview children.

c Require the presence of a psychologist or child development expert in interviews of children.

d Require advanced training in trauma-informed interviewing and culturally sensitive approaches for all interviewers.

e Assure the presence of a support person, psychologist, or other psychosocial expert during the interview with victims or witnesses when needed.

f Ensure that support is guided by a pre-interview psychosocial assessment.

g Provide victims and witnesses with psychosocial debriefings immediately after the investigative interview to facilitate closure.

h Develop a follow-up plan and refer individuals to specialized services as needed.

i Credibility evaluation of victims or witnesses should be made by persons other than psychosocial experts providing support.

j Invest in capacity building for psychologists outside the accountability mechanism.

k In restorative or mixed retributive-restorative processes, provide psychosocial support to perpetrators to aid them in making truthful and detailed confessions and acknowledging responsibility.

l Maintain a strict separation between the content of psychosocial support sessions and the confession process.

m Provide guidance and support to interpreters to ensure their familiarity with the emotional reactions of victims and witnesses during interviews.

n When suitable, empower interpreters to sensitise interviewers about the vocabulary used by victims and witnesses to express distress within their cultural context.

### 3. Pre-Trial stage

#### 3.1 Offer pre-testimony witness familiarisation, protection, and support

a Ensure impartial familiarisation, protection, and support for witnesses and victims before testimony.
b  Maintain ongoing communication with witnesses and victims to regularly reassess their consent and monitor their condition and circumstances.

c  Conduct regular protection risk assessments on an ongoing basis.

d  Provide necessary and tailored medical or psychosocial support as needed to facilitate testimony.

e  Prior to testimony, familiarise witnesses and victims with the nature of legal proceedings and the courtroom setting.

f  Ensure that targeted MHPSS interventions by accountability mechanisms are complemented by broader initiatives aimed at enhancing access to community-based, long-term mental health and psychosocial support for all victims.

g  Ensure the provision of effective legal representation to victims participating in the judicial process.

4. Trial Stage (Testimony, Post-Testimony and Judgment)

4.1 Determination of special measures and procedural protective measures

a  Implement special measures in the courtroom for vulnerable witnesses and victims, tailored to their individual needs and capabilities, and based on individual psychosocial vulnerability assessments.

b  Anticipate the presence of a supportive companion and provide in-court assistance by a trusted support person or psychosocial expert.

c  Implement special measures tailored to the specific vulnerability and protection needs of children.

d  Implement procedural protective measures in the courtroom to safeguard witnesses and victims against physical harm and stigmatisation.

4.2 Offer psychological support during testimony

a  Provide psychosocial support immediately before, during, and after testimony, when needed.

b  When needed, when suitable and with consent of the witness, communicate about the psychological condition of the witness or victim with the Judge(s) to facilitate a safe continuation of the testimony.

4.3 Offer post-testimony support, protection, and follow up

a  Provide information to victims and witnesses about the progress and outcome of the accountability process.

b  Assure post-testimony follow up of witnesses and victims.

c  Assure assistance for any other needs that arise as a consequence of participation in the accountability mechanism.

d  Offer post-testimony support and protection in case of risk for physical or psychological harm.
5. **Appeals stage**

5.1 **Order and implement reparations**

- Provide access to meaningful reparations.
- Ensure that victims receive accurate information about their entitlement to reparations.
- Victims should be consulted by the mechanism in the decision on the type of reparations granted.
- Processes to evaluate victims’ and witnesses’ eligibility for reparations should be based on reasonable criteria and should not require the disclosure of detailed medical or psychological records.
GOOD PRACTICE ANALYSIS

1. Principal recommendations

Several general measures need to be taken before victims and witnesses can be supported throughout all stages of their involvement.

1.1 Structural integration of MHPSS and the role of psychosocial experts

Mental health care and a psychosocial focus cannot be an afterthought or an ‘add-on’ to the work of an accountability mechanism. MHPSS approaches need to be structurally integrated for them to be economical, feasible, effective, sustainable, and successful. 103

Good Practices

Firstly, the integration of MHPSS approaches should be anchored in the legal framework of the accountability mechanism and the laws governing the justice process. The Do No Harm principle should guide all actions and processes. It must be translated into detailed and clear guidance to ensure protection against physical and psychological harm, including protecting the dignity and privacy of those involved. 104 Also, access to psychological, medical, and other support for participating victims and witnesses, within the limitations of the mechanism’s mandate, should be included in the legal framework. Finally, the mandatory involvement of psychologists in advising the mechanism and providing direct support to victims and vulnerable witnesses should be incorporated into the legal framework. The required professional credentials of psychologists and other experts must be specified and adhered to in recruitment processes to ensure that the mandate to advise on and provide psychological care can be implemented.

The multidisciplinary composition of teams is essential to ensure a comprehensive approach and the design of processes which are dignified and victim and witness-centred; a psychosocial expert should be part of the senior leadership team of the mechanism to ensure the mainstreaming of a survivor-centred and trauma-informed approach throughout all procedures, policies and operational activities as well as strategic decision making; a psychosocial support team should be created inside the mechanism to operationally coordinate MHPSS activities and engage with support networks, local psychosocial services and civil society. Processes governing the MHPSS interventions should be made mandatory (e.g., around using vulnerability assessments during investigations). The number of psychologists in the team should be proportionate to the number of witnesses and victims involved in the mechanism.
Agencies and organisations developing and using MHPSS interventions in transitional justice processes should systematically involve psychologists and psychosocial experts in designing, planning, evaluating, and implementing projects and staff training. This approach will ensure a multidisciplinary perspective, the use of a psychosocial lens, and efforts to strengthen and build MHPSS support capacity.105

- Article 43.6 of the Rome Statute foresees that “[the Victims and Witnesses Unit of the ICC] shall provide, (...) protective measures and security arrangements, counselling and other appropriate assistance (...). The Unit shall include staff with expertise in trauma, including trauma related to crimes of sexual violence.”

- In Bosnia Herzegovina, the National Strategy for War Crimes Processing incorporated provisions aimed at improving witness protection and support in all courts handling war crimes cases, including the hiring of psychologists and witness support officers in all prosecutors’ offices and courts and the establishment of coordinating mechanisms at the State and entity levels to improve exchange of information and prevent repeated interviewing of vulnerable witnesses.106

Training and capacity building are essential components to ensure the structural integration of MHPSS into accountability processes. Everyone involved, especially those interacting with witnesses and victims or handling their statements and related materials, should be trained on trauma-sensitive approaches, confidentiality rules and self-care. Training should further include topics such as the multi-layered psychosocial impact of atrocity crimes, on how trauma manifests itself, how to interact with witnesses and victims in a culturally sensitive manner, and how to apply a child-sensitive approach. Investigators interviewing vulnerable witnesses and victims, in particular, those who interact with victims of CARSV, torture and child victims and witnesses, should receive mandatory advanced training on trauma-informed interviewing.

Finally, MHPSS approaches should also be integrated into the design of the prosecutorial strategy of a case to include psychological harm suffered by victims and their communities. Analysis should include assessing the impact of the crimes committed on the mental health and well-being of victims and a focus on the risks related to intergenerational trauma.

- At UNITAD, cumulative statistical data gathered from individual witness psychosocial assessments can be used to advise investigations or as evidence.107
1.2 Vicarious trauma, other mental health impacts and the need for staff support

Vicarious trauma and compassion fatigue can lead to a wide range of serious psychological, physical or behavioural problems and can contribute to burn-out. In addition, it can impact the care for witnesses and victims and influence the capacity to build rapport, set boundaries, or be responsive to victims’ and witnesses’ needs, significantly affecting the quality of the analysis and receptivity to evidence or even court appearance.

**Good Practices**

The management of risk for vicarious trauma should take place at different levels. First and foremost, the organisation’s responsibility is to protect its staff, which should be integrated into the mechanism’s structure and operational strategies. Vicarious trauma care should further include training and awareness-raising on self-care and coping skills. Moreover, it should also be reflected in clear rules for staff members about rest and recovery times, travel, working in teams, mandatory or voluntary debriefings and rules about how to signal concerns about staff behaviour safely.

Peer-support networks can serve as low-threshold support mechanisms and promote an open atmosphere to discuss the unavoidable burden created by the work with victims and witnesses of atrocity crimes. Strategies to address vicarious trauma should be embedded in broader efforts to address possible stressors related to work climate and workload, which should be addressed early and systematically.

The accountability mechanism should employ one or more staff counsellors, and confidential referral pathways should be created for staff who need specialised psychological assistance outside the mechanism. Specialised support should be free of charge or at a low cost for staff. \(^{108}\) It is not recommended to use for staff support psychologists hired to support witnesses and victims, as it is delicate and possibly unethical for them to offer specialist care to their colleagues. However, they can be involved in designing a staff welfare strategy or offering general advice and guidance.

- The Colombian Truth Commission successfully set up a system of low threshold peer-support, guided by a psychiatrist, which brought together staff from all levels and professions to share experiences and difficulties. \(^{109}\)

- Several NGOs have issued guidance and training for their analysts on the risks of vicarious trauma due to exposure to violent social media content. \(^{110}\)
• Some independent psychologists and psychiatrists support the work of human rights activists, victim organisations, or accountability mechanisms in staff support through cooperation frameworks.

2. Investigations

2.1 Overcoming hurdles to reporting and statement taking or otherwise engaging with the accountability mechanism

For many survivors, the decision to engage with an accountability mechanism is hampered by significant hurdles. They may not know about the possibility of participating as a victim or giving a statement as a witness, insufficiently understand the legal process, or not fully realise that what happened to them is a crime. They may lack trust in the justice system or not see enough positive outcomes of justice processes to convince them to report their story. They may be afraid of reprisals, feel shame, fear the stigma if their story becomes public or not feel psychologically ready to share their experiences, which are often traumatic. Or they may simply feel excluded or invisible because of their gender, ethnicity, race, or age.¹¹¹

Good Practices

Efforts to engage victims in the work of accountability mechanisms start long before they come forward to give a statement or participate otherwise. Firstly, an environment and culture must be created where victims feel seen, recognised and safe enough to report a crime or give a statement. Efforts to tackle institutionalised stigma and victim-blaming, reform laws to make them more survivor-centred, address culture change, or train magistrates and law enforcement staff are long-term endeavours that often require a myriad of broader actions to facilitate access to justice.¹¹²

But apart from broader efforts to facilitate access to justice, steps can be taken to overcome hurdles. MHPSS approaches are essential in lowering the threshold for reporting and participating safely. Whatever the type of initiative or approach, victims should never be pushed to give a statement or engage with the accountability mechanism. Survivor-centred actions also imply that the physical and psychological risks to come forward are thoughtfully considered.

Active engagement with community-based organisations and victim rights groups collaborating with the accountability mechanism and explaining its role to survivors and affected communities is critical. Through close contact with survivors, these organisations can provide information, enhance trust in the mechanism, offer ac-
companionment and actively encourage victims to come forward. Low-threshold psychosocial initiatives such as discussion groups run by victim organisations or grassroots organisations, art projects or community mobilisation initiatives can raise awareness and create a conducive environment to discuss the possibility of coming forward and actively engaging with accountability mechanisms. At the same time, victim groups and CSOs can also provide important information about patterns of victimisation to the accountability mechanism, which serves to prosecute those crimes and ultimately helps more victims come forward.

However, within the particular context in which investigations take place, **there should be coordination efforts and clear rules about the roles of community-based organisations in statement-taking and documentation efforts to avoid multiple interviews of survivors, which can be harmful to victims and undermine their credibility** in case of inconsistencies, even if only in peripheral matters.113 Also, some investigative processes benefit from complete confidentiality to avoid putting anyone involved at risk. In these contexts, outreach activities or extensive collaboration with CSOs may not be advisable.

**Community outreach is important to manage the expectations of victims.** They should be informed early on about possible outcomes of the judicial process. The importance of fair trials, and the value of an acquittal should be emphasised. The role of criminal prosecutions should also be contextualised within the broader pursuit of transitional justice.

- After the genocide in Rwanda, women victims of sexual violence discussed extensively their wishes and fears about testifying before the upcoming Gacaca Courts during the meetings of their victim associations.114

- In Sierra Leone, it was recognised that the marginalisation of youth played a role in the war.115 Youth organisations raised awareness about the work of the Special Court for Sierra Leone among their members and shared their collective views with the TRC.116

- The Acknowledgement Chamber of the Special Jurisdiction for Peace in Colombia received, inter alia, reports from victims’ organisations and conducted hearings with victims during site visits, supported by CSOs, before assessing the individual and collective responsibility for crimes.117

- The IIIM’s mandate recognises that Syrian civil society organisations (CSOs) are key stakeholders with information and resources that support the work of the IIIM. The mechanism organises periodic roundtables with CSOs to discuss progress and challenges.118

- Civitas Maxima, LivArts and GJRP organised “Cartooning for Justice”: Art workshops and debates in Liberia to raise awareness about justice and the need for accountability.119
• The Guernica37 Center supported the local organisation “Powerful Mothers” in Venezuela. By initially responding to basic needs and by offering psychosocial support, the organisation built trust and strengthened victims’ capacity to participate in an accountability process.\textsuperscript{120}

Centres for integrated and comprehensive service delivery or “One-stop-centres”\textsuperscript{121} are often the first places where survivors seek medical and psychological assistance and can also receive livelihood support and legal advice. The services’ low threshold and integrated, multidisciplinary nature can create a safe environment for survivors to seek legal remedy if they feel ready. As part of the informed consent process to receive services, they can be offered the option to consent to share information about their experiences with accountability mechanisms anonymously.

• The Panzi Hospital in Bukavu, DRC, and other similar one-stop-centres run by the Mukwege Foundation work with legal counsellors or women lawyers who volunteer to provide women information about their rights and offer legal aid in case they want to report and seek justice.\textsuperscript{122}

• In Ukraine, a hotline for domestic violence victims run by La Strada Ukraine reaches out to women victims of (conflict-related) sexual violence and domestic violence, assists them with getting access to services and supports them if they wish to file a complaint at the police.\textsuperscript{123}

• The Barnahus child-friendly justice centres use a child-friendly office under one roof, where law enforcement, criminal justice, child protective services, and medical and mental health workers cooperate and assess the child’s situation together and decide upon the follow-up.\textsuperscript{124}

Community-driven psychosocial support, culturally appropriate psychotherapy, spiritual guidance and individual or group counselling serve an essential purpose in the aftermath of widespread violence. These approaches can help those affected to re-establish social connections and find individual or collective healing. They can also create a safe place for survivors to consider the decision to come forward and testify as part of their journey to restoring their dignity, agency, and well-being. For victims suffering from trauma, the process of learning to master their symptoms, verbalise their experiences and create a sufficiently large window of tolerance\textsuperscript{125} can be an essential preparation in the process of deciding to come forward and testify. Survivors may also find a lot of support in psychosocial interventions with others in their community who suffered similar harm.
**Healing processes should be given time.** For some survivors, it takes many years to feel ready to come forward and determine what type of justice they want.

Specific psychotherapeutic techniques to assist victims of atrocities have been developed throughout the years. ‘Testimony Therapy’, or the creation of a testimony or narrative for psychotherapeutic purposes, has a long history.126

Specialised trauma techniques like Eye Movement Desensitisation and Reprocessing (EMDR) are still contested as part of pre-testimony preparation. As they reduce the vividness and emotional load of the memories, the concern exists that the memory itself is affected. 127

Many victims of atrocity crimes do not have access to individual or group psychosocial support, counselling, or specialised psychotherapy.128 Or they may be reluctant to seek individual help because of cultural or other reasons.129 It is imperative to adapt interventions to the cultural environment. “Overlooking the need to contextualise MHPSS approaches within local settings can result in an insufficient understanding of the mental health needs of, and forms of resilience among, individuals and family and community members.”130 Psychosocial interventions should therefore be set up after a thorough assessment of the context, the target population, and possible cultural biases. Local ownership of interventions should be encouraged. Psychosocial experts external to the context should have cultural awareness skills and the ability to demonstrate cultural humility. Interventions should take into consideration the number of victims in need of support. 131 Community-based, collective initiatives which give space for processing, tap into existing resilience of survivors and focus on social reconnection, are in some contexts preferable and valid alternatives to individual approaches. However, they cannot replace specific mental health care for persons in need of specialised support.132

- Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET) is one example of a psychotherapeutic methodology specifically developed to treat trauma resulting from war and torture. The technique integrates a narrative approach inspired by oral traditions, a common element among many cultures. It aims to help survivors verbalise events, master their anxiety as well as other trauma symptoms and create a narrative. The technique is proven to be safe and effective to treat children and adults in refugee settings in developing countries.133

- The Centre for Victims of Torture implements in different conflict-affected settings a group counselling model which is interdisciplinary, incorporating cultural competency and trauma-informed approaches that support long-term healing.134

- At the Centre de blessés (centre for the war-wounded) in Bujumbura, Burundi, Doctors without Borders (MSF) integrated low-threshold psychosocial activities for mothers and their children, such
As activities for children and discussion groups, in the medical care setting for war-wounded. In parallel, a referral pathway was set up for victims of sexual violence who reported in the centre.135

Awaiting reparations, victims can benefit from initiatives to respond to an urgent need to restore their well-being and agency or provide immediate assistance. These measures can, *inter alia*, include medical, psychosocial, psychological care, and socio-economic support and thus potentially contribute to lowering the threshold to participate actively in justice mechanisms.

**Ongoing investigative interventions using appropriate interview techniques** can be a trigger for victims to disclose crimes which are associated with high levels of shame or stigma, such as sexual violence. It happens that victims, during an interview about another crime, suddenly disclose that they were also victims of sexual violence or torture. The relationship of trust developed between the interviewer or investigator and the victim as well as the interview methodology136 are important factors in the decision of the survivor to disclose. Ongoing investigative mechanisms can be used as tools in these types of situations.

- It happens that male victims of sexualised torture in an interview initially talk about their detention and torture and only much later in the process mention the acts of sexual violence. In such situations, the emerging awareness about what sexual violence is, the growing trust in the interview process, as well as specific memories which are triggered by the interview can play a role in the disclosure.

### 2.2 Establishing rapport and creating safety

Once victims or witnesses have agreed to engage with the accountability mechanism the task of those representing the mechanism is to establish rapport and create safety for them. The environment of trust thus created is a first condition to provide accurate and precise testimony and assure the well-being of the witnesses and victims throughout the testimony process.

Good practices in this phase include general measures, such as security assessments, which are closely intertwined with specific MHPSS-related methodologies like establishing a referral system, investing in rapport-building and pre-interview assessments. Most of these interventions are put in place in preparation for the investigative interview.
Good practices

**Threat and risk assessments and protection measures** are critical to creating physical safety for victims and witnesses. Failure to establish a safe environment can significantly increase the risk of physical harm as a result of an investigative interview. Also, victims’ and witnesses’ subjective sense of insecurity should be addressed. Increasing a sense of safety and security facilitates access to traumatic memories and reduces feelings of anxiety, mitigating the risk of re-traumatisation and revictimisation.

Prior to a first contact with an investigator, an assessment needs to be made of the potential impact of an interview or statement taking. Is it possible to keep the contact between the survivor or witness and the investigator confidential? What will happen if it becomes known to the perpetrator or the community that a victim or witness was in contact with the accountability mechanism? Is it possible to reduce the risk or mitigate the impact of such exposure? At which cost? Can a witness or victim stay in the community if the involvement becomes known? Only if these questions can be answered satisfactorily should the contact or interview proceed. **If needed, additional protection measures need to be taken, such as the use of a pseudonym.** In case a child is interviewed, the need to have watertight security measures in place is even more critical. It is much more difficult to mitigate any breach of confidentiality or security issue as it may jeopardise the child’s daily life and future.

- At the ICC, security and risk assessments precede the start of the engagement with witnesses and victims.138

**A comfortable, quiet, and safe meeting or interview setting** that assures privacy and confidentiality is not only an essential protection measure but also a first step to creating a psychologically safe space for victims to tell their stories. A safe place also implies limiting the number of persons present, avoiding people walking in and out of the interview room, explaining the role of interpreters, and clarifying rules about recording devices or the use of mobile phones. Preparations to make the room safe also include arranging childcare, in case a witness or victim brings a child to the interview. For the interviews of children, additional measures such as the use of one-way mirrors or camera-equipment, child-friendly interview spaces and the presence of a support person need to be put in place and age appropriately explained to the child.

- In Kosovo, the Kosovo Rehabilitation Centre for Torture Victims has arranged that victims of SGBV can be interviewed by the police in the office of an NGO instead of the police station to protect
them from stigmatisation and create an environment that is considered more welcoming by some survivors.

Establishing a referral system to facilitate access to support services is an essential pre-condition before engaging with victims and vulnerable witnesses. Providing access to services is a way to mitigate the risk for psychological harm, but also an ethical obligation, especially in case of specific crimes such as CARSV. Where can a survivor receive psychosocial assistance after the interview, if traumatic symptoms, signs of grief or other types of suffering re-emerge in the days or weeks after the interview? Where can medical care be accessed if needed or if injuries caused by the crimes have not yet been treated? In low-resourced settings the referral system is often difficult to establish, due to the absence of specialised services for survivors. Ideally, therefore, the launch of investigations of atrocity crimes should always be accompanied by efforts to strengthen the referral system for all victims, including capacity building. Where needed, the accountability mechanism should make specialised support available (see below).

- In Bosnia Herzegovina, an extensive support network has been established of NGOs and government services to provide support to victims and witnesses involved in national proceedings to prosecute atrocity crimes.
- UNITAD invested in MHPSS capacity building of a number of selected local, qualified mental health services in a Training-of-Trainers format.

Pre-interview screenings, psychosocial vulnerability assessments and ‘fit to interview’ assessments are indispensable tools for understanding individual vulnerability and capacities of a victim or vulnerable witness before the interview and mitigating risks accordingly.

A pre-interview screening, often carried out in conjunction with a protection assessment, can establish if the basic conditions are met to safely interview a person in that moment. Factors to be checked include the presence of any indications that an interview is not possible at the present time. Signs that a person might not be ready to interview include an inability to concentrate, signs of agitation, being under influence of drugs or being ill, no support system (friends or family), a limited understanding of the judicial process or the obligation to tell the truth, inability to give informed consent, limited motivation to participate, or incorrect expectations about the purpose or expected
outcome of the interview. An investigator can conduct a screening of the witness or survivor, if it does not require an evaluation of their mental health or psychosocial condition.

A psychosocial vulnerability assessment or ‘fit to interview’ assessment is a more thorough assessment of the mental health condition and psychosocial situation of witnesses or victims prior to their interviews and testimony that is administered by a qualified psychologist. The assessment aims to evaluate their capacity to safely participate in the interview or testify, assess for their risk for psychological harm as a result of the interview and provide support measures that are adapted to their needs. The evaluation primarily focuses on the cognitive capacity of the person, in particular concentration, attention span, and communication. It also considers the presence of trauma symptoms, signs of mental distress, and suicide risk. Importantly, it evaluates their coping skills, availability of social support, expectations, and their motivation to be interviewed. Particularly when conducted before testimony, a psychosocial vulnerability assessment should also give victims and witnesses an opportunity to indicate if there are parts in their story which they anticipate will be particularly hard to recount or might evoke a reaction. Obtaining their self-assessment can enhance the agency of the person during the interview process. At the same time, it is a good way to assess the person’s level of insight about their possible reactions and signs of distress. It is, however, not recommended to ask the survivor to recount the complete, possibly traumatic, story during the assessment as this could unnecessarily provoke intense reactions. Consider their vulnerability as well as their protective factors in conjunction with their level of insight and motivation. Taken together, these factors can assist in deciding whether a person is currently fit to be interviewed. The condition of witnesses and victims can change, and focused assessments are a snapshot. As a result, they must be repeated before a new interview occurs.

A psychosocial vulnerability assessment can be a basis to put support or special measures in place during the investigative interview (see below) or can lead to the decision to postpone or not move forward with the interview. The assessment indicates if the risks of interviewing a person outweigh the benefits or if any adverse outcomes might be difficult to mitigate. The decision not to move forward with an interview always needs to be balanced with the victim’s or witness’s wish to participate in the accountability mechanism. In practice, this can be a sensitive undertaking as the party calling the witness or those representing the victim have the responsibility to present the best evidence and protect a person from harm resulting from their involvement. But victims also have a right to seek justice and participate in the justice process. If an interview cannot take place or the victim cannot be called to testify, other ways of participating or seeking reparations can be sought.

Psychosocial vulnerability assessments should be considered for all victims and witnesses who are at increased risk of being harmed or experiencing difficulties during the interview (e.g., victims of CARSV). In the case of children who wish to give a statement, this pre-interview assessment is critically important and mandatory in most international criminal justice mechanisms and in many national jurisdictions. Children’s level of vulnerability is higher also because their capacity to self-assess their risk is still developing. Any decision regarding the participation of children and their right to participate in the justice process needs to be balanced with their right to be protected.
• ICC Rules and Regulations foresee the need for a mandatory pre-interview assessment of the physical and psychological well-being of those considered to be vulnerable by a psychosocial or another expert and a psychological assessment of vulnerable persons prior to a court appearance by a psychologist within the Registry who works with witnesses and victims. The established procedures of the IIIM, IIMM, UNITAD and KSC include similar requirements, especially for victims of CARSV and children.

• Legal representatives for victims and staff members of the Trust Fund for Victims and Victim Participation and Reparations Section can receive advice, training and guidance from the ICC Victims and Witnesses Section (VWS) on how to interact with victims and protect them against harm. If needed, a psychologist accompanies teams when they interview victims to assist with completing victim application forms and setting up a referral system.

Rapport building is a crucial step in any engagement with victims or witnesses. It starts at the moment of the first contact, so often before the actual interview (see above).

Similar to therapeutic processes, rapport building in an interview can be achieved through non-verbal signs, such as appropriate eye contact, smiling, the use of a warm and supportive voice and a calm and open body posture. Verbal interventions such as calling the interviewee by name, asking questions that show a general interest in the interviewee, and using open-ended questions can be beneficial. Creating a safe environment, including sorting out practical arrangements before the interview, can also foster rapport.

Especially in jurisdictions where investigative interviews are held in the presence of all parties, the rapport-building phase before the interview can reduce stress and anxiety.

Particular attention should be given to rapport building if victims or witnesses are requested to engage with the accountability mechanism based on previously issued statements. Experience shows that when witnesses or victims are asked to appear in a case based on statements or testimony they gave in another case, their expectations and attitude towards the new process are often very much shaped by their earlier appearance, by the outcome of previous proceedings or by whether or not they received any updates about the case. Witnesses or victims may feel negative about their previous experience or they may believe that they ‘closed the chapter’ after their last appearance or they may express that they are experiencing ‘testimony fatigue’. They may also find it hard to return to recalling painful memories of past events and motivating themselves to engage with yet another accountability mechanism, especially if they felt abandoned after their earlier testimony. It is therefore essential to explore the emotions the previous testimony experience may still provoke, before attempting to ‘re-building’ rapport with the new mechanism.
• In high-risk settings, protection measures are taken prior to the first interview, such as issuing a pseudonym or conducting the interview outside the community or country of the witness or survivor.

• Psychologists working with witnesses who are called to appear based on previously issued statements, sometimes start by exploring the witness’ or victim’s experiences and the emotions the previous testimony still provokes, to allow ‘re-building’ of rapport with the new mechanism.150

Preparing the survivor or witness for the interview contributes to creating safety and building rapport. Informing the person about practical aspects, such as location, duration, and who will be present can make the process predictable and give a sense of control to the person interviewed. Also, preparation should be used to manage expectations, especially of survivors, about what to expect from the interview and the legal process in general. Unrealistic expectations or false promises can trigger revictimisation (see above).

• In different accountability mechanisms, the preparation for interview or testimony of vulnerable witnesses or victims includes grounding techniques, stress-reduction exercises and psychoeducation.151

In the psychosocial vulnerability follow-up assessment, the psychologist can provide culturally sensitive psycho-education that can normalise strong responses by informing the victim or witness about common emotional reactions or expressions of stress. Witnesses and victims with insight into their expected reactions can also better prepare themselves for the investigative interview or testimony, as experiencing strong emotional reactions and trauma-responses will not come as a surprise. However, more elaborate management of expectations, reactions, and emotions takes time. It should be part of the support provided before the interview (see above) or, depending on the context, before the testimony in court.

• UNITAD produced a written psychoeducation booklet for witnesses in Arabic and Kurdish titled: “Talking about traumatic events during investigative interviews: Understanding common reactions and ways to cope”.152
2.3 Asking for informed consent and ensuring confidentiality

The processes behind establishing consent and ensuring confidentiality are closely connected. Both have important legal and psychological functions and are equally hard to successfully accomplish, as they require sustained efforts from the first contact with the witness or survivor to the end of the judicial process.

The psychological importance of seeking consent and ensuring confidentiality cannot be underestimated. They are essential tools to give control to survivors over the processes they choose to engage in, to protect their dignity and privacy, and to respect their boundaries. These are three important elements of any mental health and trauma-informed approach used with victims or witnesses of atrocity crimes.

Informed consent implies, in its original meaning, that doctors cannot perform diagnostic or therapeutic medical procedures on patients without their permission. Without informed consent, they could harm their patients’ integrity. In addition, consenting individuals must have sufficient knowledge and comprehension to understand their agreement. Originating from medical ethics, this concept expanded from its original use in medical ethics to the psychosocial and legal disciplines. The Murad code defines informed consent as: “Provide a survivor with full, clear, understandable, objective, and honest information about their range of options, rights, and risks to allow them to make their own informed choices whether to engage with us or not, and on what terms. We will be careful not to make choices for them.”

The consent given should be informed, contemporaneous, and voluntary. In the investigation of atrocity crimes, the process of obtaining informed, voluntary consent for participation—including giving statements, undergoing medical or psychosocial assessments, sharing reports, testifying, or other forms of participation—is inherently complex. Victims or witnesses may need time to fully understand and voluntarily agree to participate in a judicial process, and they should be allowed the time to do so. They should have the opportunity to deliberate and make a decision after being informed rather than being asked to ‘sign on the spot’. Victims and witnesses may feel intimidated by investigators representing an accountability mechanism, whom they often perceive as figures of authority they believe they must obey. It may also be difficult for victims or witnesses to fully comprehend the role and implications of the accountability mechanism or the process, particularly when it operates at a far distance from their communities. This distance can make it difficult for witnesses or victims to realistically evaluate the potential psychological or security impacts of their involvement. Trauma-induced reactions such as anxiety, numbness, hyperarousal or submission-compliance responses, due to fear of reprisals, may hinder their ability to act in their best interest and make an informed decision. Therefore, it is essential to revisit the consent process regularly, each time a new action is taken or when time passes, allowing victims or witnesses to withdraw their consent at any time without repercussion. Consent should be considered an ongoing, adaptable process, where psychosocial support facilitates the continual decision-making process of witnesses and survivors regarding their involvement. Additionally, the broader life circumstances of the victim or witness, including community pressures and expectations regarding benefits from participation such as healthcare access and financial or psy-
chosocial support should be taken into consideration. Therefore, it is important that community-based support services are accessible to all survivors, not just those involved directly engaged with accountability efforts.

For children, the parent or guardian will need to provide informed consent, but in situations where children are not legally empowered to give consent, they must still express informed willingness, or assent, to participate in the process. In all cases, the wishes of the child must be prioritised such that they should not be interviewed unless they agree to participate. A child’s evolving capacity should be considered in the process of obtaining consent. Communication about the process must be tailored to the child’s age and comprehension level, empowering them to make an informed choice about whether they wish to engage with the accountability mechanism. Furthermore, depending on the jurisdiction, legal provisions may allow older adolescents to consent on their own behalf, in lieu of their parents.

The mandatory use of consent forms, which are explained to the interviewee in a language they understand and include a script or checklist for the interviewer, ensures all necessary information is clearly conveyed and comprehended. This approach is considered best practice.

- It is standard practice in investigative mechanisms to obtain explicit consent from witnesses and victims before their statements are shared with a national jurisdiction.
- However, judicial processes often have constraints on the option to withhold consent; for instance, a Judge may mandate the disclosure of a statement or summon a witness. If applicable, these constraints must be clearly communicated to the witnesses or victims at a suitable point during the process.

Confidentiality is fundamental to establishing trust between healthcare providers and their patients or clients, essential for encouraging the disclosure of sensitive information. Similarly, in judicial processes, victims and witnesses are more likely to share their complete stories if they trust in the confidentiality of the process. However, medical confidentiality is considered absolute, a standard not entirely mirrored in accountability mechanisms due to numerous confidentiality limitations. Statements made may be shared with investigators, and, depending on the type of process, they may also be shared with the opposing party and with Judges. While trials are, in principle, public, measures can be taken to protect the testimony of vulnerable witnesses and victims, such as SGBV victims or children, maintaining partial confidentiality. It is crucial to clearly communicate the bounds of confidentiality, along with the potential impact of these limitations on the lives of victims and witnesses, as an essential element of the consent process.
Victims are often requested to provide medical and psychological reports to justice mechanisms for forensic purposes, to substantiate claims of physical and psychological harm, seek reparations, or validate their need for support. Given the highly personal and sensitive nature of this information, sharing it, even with consent, may impact the victim’s or witness’s dignity and privacy. Therefore, the confidentiality of these records is paramount; the necessity for sharing such records should be critically assessed, and alternatives to disseminating full reports should be considered. It is essential to develop standardised methods for gathering medical and mental health evidence. When shared with the accountability mechanism, this information must be securely stored, and access strictly restricted on a ‘need to know’-basis.164 This is especially critical for reports created by external health care providers in a therapeutic setting, as well as for reports and records produced by the mechanism itself in the context of investigative or support activities, such as psychosocial vulnerability assessment reports or reports regarding medical or psychosocial support. However, reports generated by mechanism staff, such as psychologists conducting assessments, may have confidentiality limitations since these staff members represent the organisation. Ethically, they must conduct appropriate procedures of informed consent, clarify confidentiality limits to victims and witnesses, and direct clients to external services for clinical treatment or therapy when necessary.165

Establishing a neutral victims and witnesses section within the accountability mechanism can significantly enhance confidentiality and the consent processes. This section, detached from the investigation efforts, offers impartial psychosocial support, prioritizing the well-being and testimonial readiness of victims and witnesses without being involved in evidence collection. Consequently, this separation usually exempts the section from legal disclosure obligations, allowing for greater protection of the dignity and privacy of witnesses and victims.166 But even if psychosocial professionals directly participate in investigations, for instance by attending interviews, established best practices can still protect private information—for example, by providing support without drafting detailed reports, using only aggregated data for investigative purposes, or limiting reports strictly to essential information, thereby preserving the credibility and integrity of the witnesses.167

- At the ICC, psychosocial vulnerability assessment reports for the purpose of testimony are solely disclosed to Judges, while only the recommendations for special measures (see below) are shared with parties and participants.168

- International or hybrid criminal tribunals typically establish a Victims and Witnesses Section or Unit within the Registry. This entity is responsible for the protection and support of witnesses and victims, functioning as a neutral and independent service provider to all parties and participants.169

- Physicians for Human Rights invests in the development of tools and processes to ensure that medical and mental health evidence is collected efficiently, safely stored, and securely transmitted.170
2.4 Providing support during the trauma-informed investigative interview

The investigative interview or any other recording of victims’ and witnesses’ accounts is a critical component of their interaction with an accountability mechanism, often marking the first occasion for victims to formally recount their experiences. However, this stage also presents the greatest risk of harm, as it unavoidably brings interviewees face-to-face with painful and potentially traumatic recollections. The resurgence of trauma symptoms, with the attendant danger of re-traumatisation and the impact on the quality of information obtained, is highly contingent on the interview’s approach and methodology.171

Good practices

Utilising a trauma-informed interview model is indispensable when interviewing victims and witnesses of atrocity crimes, given the high probability that they have experienced trauma. This method should be part of a broader mental health and trauma-informed approach. There are comprehensive guides detailing the conduct of a survivor-centred and trauma-informed interviews, including specific models for child witnesses and CARSV victims.172

Key elements shared by these models include:

- Adherence to the overarching principle of Do No Harm to prevent re-traumatisation.
- A structured interview conducted in phases, with each phase having a specific goal and interviewer responsibilities.
- Emphasis on building rapport, allowing for an uninterrupted narrative by the interviewee, encouraged by open-ended questions, a section for detailed inquiries to establish a chronological timeline, and a concluding phase.
- The interviewer’s role is to be attuned to the interviewee’s verbal and non-verbal cues and maintain a supportive attitude through active listening.
- The requirement for interviewers to have adequate training in trauma-informed interviewing techniques.

Trauma-informed interview models are grounded in an understanding of trauma and memory, incorporating memory-enhancing methods and clinical practices to foster trust and empower survivors, enabling them to share difficult recollections and construct an accurate, truthful, and sequential narrative of events.173

When interviewing children, interview models incorporate additional procedures such as verifying a child’s comprehension of the obligation to tell the truth and conducting a ‘practice interview,’ which involves responding to open questions on a neutral and safe topic. These steps also help the interviewer gauge the child’s cognitive, emotional and social maturity. Whenever possible, children should be accompanied by a parent or guardian.174
Following the pre-interview psychosocial assessment, a decision may be made regarding the accompaniment of a support person or psychologist during the interview to provide comfort. A familiar support person can provide a sense of security for the victim, and in some cases, a legal representative with a strong rapport with the victim may fulfil this role. Nonetheless, the suitability of any support person must be carefully evaluated, and the clear consent of the victim or witness is required before permitting a support person to be present.

The psychologist's role during interviews with victims or witnesses is primarily supportive, provided the interviewee has given consent. They are tasked with assisting the individual in managing strong emotions or trauma responses, signalling when breaks are necessary, or advising if the interview should be halted due to the person's compromised state or acute risk of harm to self or others. Additionally, psychologists can offer the interviewer advice on question phrasing and responding to emotional reactions, drawn from prior psychosocial assessments. In some restorative processes, psychologists can also support survivors to formulate their questions to the perpetrator or help verbalise what they want to say to them during dialogue, interview, or court hearing. Maintaining the psychologist's impartiality is crucial for the integrity of the process. It is considered best practice for psychologists not to engage directly in evidence collection or to assess the credibility or integrity of witnesses unless explicitly given the mandate to do so. Ethical standards demand that the psychologist's interview role and reporting responsibilities be clearly explained to the interviewee. A neutral support person is ideal to prevent or minimise re-traumatisation while facilitating conditions conducive to eliciting the most informative testimony. Forensic roles, which involve evaluating credibility, should be distinctly separate from supportive ones. Psychologists, particularly those external to the accountability mechanisms, require specialised training and guidance on conducting vulnerability assessments and providing support in investigative settings.

Even when a psychologist's presence is not feasible, permitted, or desired by the victim or witness during the interview, it is crucial to offer psychological debriefings immediately afterward. This allows the individual to release and process emotions, regain composure after the interview, ask questions, or engage in calming or breathing exercises to reduce hyper-arousal before departing. Debriefings help ensure that witnesses and victims can achieve a sense of closure, return home safely, and reintegrate with their social support networks. They also provide a critical opportunity to evaluate the person's mental state, including assessing risks of suicide or self-harm. Based on this assessment, appropriate referrals and follow-ups should be arranged (see above), making debriefings an integral component of comprehensive support.

In child interviews, it is standard practice in many jurisdictions to include a psychologist or child-development expert. Legal frameworks may dictate that this expert directly questions the child, while legal representatives of involved parties observe and pose questions indirectly. The interview is typically video-recorded for court evidence. Alternatively, the choice of interview lead is guided by determining what best serves the interest of the child, which may vary by setting.
In restorative or mixed restorative-retributive processes, offering psychosocial support to perpetrators is crucial for facilitating their engagement to deliver full and detailed confessions and to acknowledge responsibility, which are vital elements to these mechanisms. Such support not only aids the accountability process but also aligns with victims’ interests in uncovering the complete truth.

Given the international scope of atrocity crime investigations, utilizing interpreters during interviews is a standard practice to bridge language barriers between investigators and witnesses or survivors. This necessitates that interpreters be well-informed about confidentiality rules, trained in working with war victims and highly traumatised individuals, capable of handling emotional expressions or lack thereof, and adept at navigating the specific terminologies of psychosocial assessments and cultural nuances in expressing distress. Rather than ‘sanitising’ language, Interpreters must accurately convey the expressions used by victims and witnesses without moderating the intensity of the language, especially regarding acts of violence and emotional suffering, grief, or trauma. Interviewers and interpreters should be aware of taboos regarding the use of certain terms, particularly in reference to body parts and in cases of sexual violence. Interpreters should not assume a supportive role during interviews, even though victims and witnesses tend to turn to the person speaking their language, as this can blur professional boundaries, just as support personnel should not serve as interpreters. Therefore, clear arrangements must be made between the investigator, psychologist or support person and the interpreter in pre-interview planning to clarify roles and responses to distress. Moreover, interpreters are often members of the local community and therefore require support to mitigate their high risk for vicarious trauma (see above).

- At the Special Jurisdiction for Peace in Colombia, perpetrators engaging in the restorative process receive psychological support from the SJP, aiding them in making detailed, complete confessions and accepting responsibility.

- NGOs involved in supporting atrocity crime trials under universal jurisdiction occasionally provide witnesses with psychological briefings and debriefings as part of their trial support services.

- At the ICC, Registry field interpreters undergo specialised training in collaboration with the Victims and Witnesses Section, before assisting in psychosocial assessments. These training sessions also cover topics like cultural nuances in language use and are also used to inform interpreters about the risks of vicarious trauma and coping strategies.
3. Pre-Trial Stage

3.1 Pre-testimony witness familiarisation, protection, and support

When a witness or victim is scheduled to testify in court, they enter a new phase of engagement with the accountability mechanism. The nature of their court appearance can vary significantly by jurisdiction, ranging from delivering a complete testimony with questioning or cross-examination by involved parties to merely responding to questions, engaging in dialogue with a perpetrator, or potentially not appearing in person. Despite the various protective measures and preparatory support available for witnesses and victims, appearing in court invariably induces stress.

**Good Practices**

At the pre-trial stage, an independent victims and witnesses section often becomes more prominent, providing independent and impartial support and protection.182 This phase bridges the gap between the investigative interview and potential court appearance, and is crucial for maintaining contact with witnesses and victims. Such engagement not only keeps them informed about the process but is vital for monitoring their mental and personal well-being, reassessing their consent as political and private circumstances evolve, and conducting regular risk assessments to identify any new threats to their safety.

**Appropriate support, tailored to the needs of victims or witnesses in preparation for their testimony, is essential.** This may include medical or psychosocial support to facilitate travel and testimony, or to prevent harm or possible re-traumatisation.183 It may also address acute health problems likely to impact the ability of victims or witnesses to travel and testify, or to provide counselling or psychotherapeutic support in preparation for testimony. Victims and witnesses may also require monitoring of their coping mechanisms and potential emotional reactions during this stage. Additionally, other forms of assistance, such as protection measures, should be considered before the court appearance. To ensure that support is aimed solely at facilitating testimony or preventing harm, without being perceived as an incentive or inducement to testify, clear assessment criteria and boundaries are necessary.184 These criteria should evaluate the proportionality, necessity, and legality of the proposed support.

Efforts to familiarise witnesses with the proceedings and the courtroom are essential. The practice of familiarisation should ideally include a visit to the courtroom or, at a minimum, an extensive and detailed explanation of what to expect during testimony, including taking the oath, the role of the different parties, the type of questions asked, the presence of an accused, the use of a microphone, and so forth.185 Visual aids such as video or picture of a court in session can greatly help witnesses and victims imagine how the court hearing will proceed, increasing a sense of control, reducing anxiety, and assisting in providing the best evidence. **Familiarisation also plays a role**
in managing the expectations of witnesses and victims. The more precisely a person knows what will happen, who will be present, and who is allowed to ask questions, the less likely their expectations will be unrealistic, for instance, regarding the limitations of testimony or addressing the accused.

In the field of international criminal justice, practices and viewpoints diverge on the preparation of witnesses by the party calling them versus their familiarisation by a neutral victims and witnesses section. These variations primarily reflect the varying practices across legal systems. From a psychosocial perspective, both methods have advantages and disadvantages for witnesses and victims. Familiarisation by an impartial victims and witnesses unit, coupled with statement review, can empower witnesses and victims to narrate their experiences in their own words, avoiding any feeling of being led or needing to respond in a specific manner. On the other hand, preparation by legal counsel can benefit witnesses by increasing their comfort with the examiner and providing an opportunity to rehearse their responses. However, in both instances, the presence of neutral support personnel from a department distinct from the Prosecution, dedicated exclusively to the witness's welfare, is crucial.

The provision of effective legal representation to victims participating in the judicial process is crucial for empowering them, enhancing the predictability of the process, and enabling them to articulate their views and concerns. In many international and hybrid accountability mechanisms, having a lawyer represent victims is de facto mandatory for their participation. However, only effective representation can alleviate anxiety, lessen the risk of psychological harm, and encourage active participation, thereby benefiting victims. This necessitates procedural transparency, especially concerning the limitations and scope of legal representatives' roles. Often, lawyers feel obligated to extend beyond their professional boundaries to offer psychosocial support to their clients, which falls outside their mandate, could be detrimental, and is typically emotionally taxing. Thus, effective representation also demands that counsel receive adequate training on culturally sensitive and trauma-informed client interactions and have access to self-care resources, including peer support and psychosocial support.

- At the ICC, the Victims and Witnesses Section is tasked with the familiarisation of witnesses, with a significant emphasis on the psychosocial facets of witness testimony. VWS Staff inform witnesses and victims about the forthcoming process early on and dedicate efforts to building a trustful relationship with them through its psychosocial personnel.

- In certain national jurisdictions, NGOs and CSOs are instrumental in maintaining continuous communication with victims, preparing them for their testimonies, or aiding in their travel arrangements to the testimony site.
4. Trial Stage: Testimony

4.1 Determination of Special and Protective measures

At the trial stage, when witnesses or victims are required to testify in court, employing special and procedural protective measures for safeguarding them from physical or psychological harm and enabling their testimony is necessary.

**Special measures** cater to the needs and capacities of vulnerable witnesses or victims, aiming to centre the trial process around victims and witnesses, thereby aiding their ability to present their best evidence. The availability and implementation of these measures vary across legal systems and are determined based on an individual assessment of the witness's or victim's vulnerability. Generally, special measures may include:

- Adjusting the courtroom setup to meet the witness's needs, such as testifying through an audio-visual link, utilising pre-recorded testimony, employing a screen to shield the witness, limiting courtroom attendance, conducting testimony in camera, or other accommodations;
- Adapting the questioning to the witness's needs and abilities, including developmentally appropriate questions, using an intermediary for questioning, prohibiting embarrassing or unnecessarily intrusive questions, and protecting witnesses from direct cross-examination by the accused;
- Providing in-court assistance, typically involving the presence of a psychologist or a support person alongside the witness.

Given the unique needs and capacities of each witness and victim, it is crucial for special measures to stem from individual psychosocial vulnerability assessments. These assessments, conducted by a psychologist, must evaluate various vulnerability factors, including those related to the individual, the crime, and specific circumstances. The decision to implement special measures should always involve consultation with, and consent from, the witness or victim.

Children should be granted special measures, due to their particular vulnerability and protection needs. Although such measures are standard in most jurisdictions for children, it is important to consult them as much as possible and in line with their evolving capacities, on the proposed measures.

**Procedural protective measures**, such as use of a pseudonym, voice and face distortion, a shield, or conducting hearings in camera, aim to protect the witness and victim's identity from the public, safeguarding them against threats, intimidation, stigmatisation, or physical harm. These measures can also serve as special measures, for example, by creating a more private environment that encourages victims, such as those of SGBV, to testify without fear of stigmatisation.
4.2 Providing psychological support during testimony

Offering psychological support immediately before, during or after testimony is essential for assisting very vulnerable witnesses or victims. A brief session with a psychologist or support person before testifying can alleviate anxiety and remind them of coping mechanisms for when they feel overwhelmed. Additionally, a support person or in-court assistant may be permitted to accompany the witness or victim in court, enhancing their sense of security. In certain cases, a psychologist might monitor the witness or victim directly in the courtroom or through a one-way screen, ensuring their well-being through the process. Psychological support during breaks, or when emotional overwhelm occurs, can be crucial to enable the continuation of testimony. Post-testimony debriefings are vital for emotional processing, achieving closure, and assessing any risk of self-harm before the individual returns home, reinforcing the importance of support throughout the victim-centred investigation process (see also above: Providing support during the victim-centred investigative interview).

If emotional difficulties arise during testimony, and with the consent of the witness or victim, communicating their psychological state to the Judge(s) may be necessary to ensure the testimony can proceed safely.

- At the ICC, witnesses and victims appearing in person are assessed for psychosocial vulnerability by VWS psychologists, who recommend tailored special measures based on established vulnerabilities. These assessments are shared with Judges, while recommendations are shared with all involved parties. The KSC follows a similar model.195

- In Bosnia Herzegovina's national courts, vulnerable witnesses and victims receive special psychological measures based on a psychologist's report, which is shared with the Chambers.196

- At the SJP's Acknowledgement Chamber in Colombia, victims could observe perpetrator interrogations from a separate room via video link, allowing them to freely express themselves and submit written questions through their counsel.

- Child witnesses at the SCSL testified from a remote room, adjacent to the courtroom, accompanied by a psychologist or support person.

- The ICC sometimes uses a shield to prevent witnesses, such as former child soldiers, from seeing the accused, especially when testifying against former commanders.
5. Trial Stage: Post-testimony and Judgment

5.1 Post-testimony support, protection, and follow up

After providing testimony, the involvement of witnesses and victims with the accountability mechanism continues. They retain the right to receive necessary protection and support. Victims who have participated are entitled to remain informed about ongoing proceedings and, depending on the jurisdiction, may have a right to express their views during proceedings to determine sentencing and reparations.

Good practices

Post-testimony follow up is an essential step to acknowledge the contributions of victims and witnesses, aiding in closure and ensuring they can reintegrate into their communities without problems. This support should continue through the final stages of the judicial process, including Judgment and Appeal phases. Follow-up includes providing information about case progress and outcomes, a right for victims that enhances their sense of participation. Research indicates that perceived benefits from participating in criminal justice processes are often tied to the act of participation itself rather than decision control over the sentence.197 Nonetheless, hearing the verdict is an emotionally significant moment for victims, positive in case of a conviction and potentially devastating if there is an acquittal. Ideally, victims should have the opportunity to process the outcome collectively, supporting one other. In restorative or mixed restorative-retributive processes, the outcome may involve an acknowledgement of responsibility, marking the start of reparative efforts, where victims still deserve support. Legal representatives and psychosocial experts play a crucial role in this phase.

Post-testimony support and protection may be necessary if victims or witnesses are at risk of physical or psychological harm due to their involvement with the mechanism. For example, they might still require protection measures in the face of serious threats. When needed, post-testimony support could entail referrals to specialised mental health services or community-based initiatives.

- At the ICTY, victim groups were invited to The Hague to collectively witness the reading of the verdict in their case. Similarly, other tribunals and CSOs organise group viewings of judgment hearings within affected communities.
6. Appeals Stage

6.1 Order and implement reparations

During the appeals stage, the ordering and implementation of reparations is a crucial step for victims of gross human rights violations. **Victims have the right to reparations**, which should offer a range of material and symbolic benefits to them, their families, and affected communities, aimed at addressing the violations endured. These reparations must be adequate, effective, prompt, and proportional to the gravity of the crimes and the extent of harm suffered. Reparations can either be an independent transitional justice measure or result from an accountability process, and they may be awarded on an individual or collective basis. This can include monetary compensation, sustainable support such as healthcare, psychosocial services, education, efforts to locate missing individuals, or symbolic gestures such as memorials or a public apologies. Given the complexity and duration of legal processes, **it is important to clearly communicate to victims their rights to reparations and involve them in deciding the form these should take.** The procedure for seeking individual reparations can be challenging, particularly when detailed ‘proof of harm’ is required, posing potential mental health concerns. **The criteria for assessing eligibility for reparations should be reasonable** and protect victims’ dignity while preventing the unnecessary release of medical information and further victimisation.

Reparations not only serve as crucial instruments for addressing past injustices but can also play a significant role in bolstering mental health capacities within conflict-affected communities, offering long-term psychosocial support to victims. Furthermore, the reparations received often represent the final and tangible outcome of the accountability process for victims, significantly influencing the perception of its effectiveness.

- The ICC Trust Fund for Victims has a mandate to implement Court-ordered reparations and to provide physical, psychological and material support to victims and their families. The fund supports programmes in affected communities.

- Under Kosovo law, victims of CARSV are entitled to a pension as a form of reparations, which they claim by submitting relevant documentation to corroborate their experiences, without the need for a forensic medical report.
PART III The way forward: the Antigone Project

1. Outcomes of the consultation meeting

As part of the consultation process for this study, a closed online expert meeting was held on 30 November 2023. The meeting brought together experts and organisations to discuss draft recommendations. The goals for developing the recommendations included enhancing witnesses’ and victims’ well-being, improving the quality of evidence gathering, and strengthening survivors’ access to justice. The meeting also offered a forum to explore possible next steps towards systematically integrating MHPSS approaches into justice and accountability mechanisms.

In their observations and discussions, the project experts welcomed the opportunity to participate in this study. The project goals were perceived as both valuable and timely, as there is a growing need for guidance and knowledge exchange regarding the topic of MHPSS in accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes to support processes at the international and national levels. It was mentioned that although several guidelines exist, a more structural and interdisciplinary approach towards the topic is required. It would be important to move away from solely considering MHPSS the responsibility of mental health experts who support witnesses but instead focus on the structural integration of an MHPSS lens into the management and organisational design of accountability mechanisms, strategic decision-making, and operational planning. The need for developing this cross-cutting approach was compared to a similar process that resulted in the development and application of the ‘gender lens’ concept that is now integrated into programming and policy work.

This project was praised for its potential to build bridges between legal professionals, mental health experts and academics involved with transitional justice programmes, peacebuilding, and criminal justice processes. This collaborative meeting brought forward a shared goal of integrating the well-being of victims and witnesses into a range of differing justice mechanisms. Elucidating the connections between different types of processes could create opportunities to exchange know-how and enhance the impact of each approach implemented in the aftermath of conflict. Notably, the experts agreed that it would be advantageous to establish an active and robust community of practice to further build consensus and create a forum for exchanging knowledge across multidisciplinary settings.

The experts felt that it was essential to consider the macro- and micro dimensions of witness and victim involvement in different phases of the testimony timeline. Creating an environment where victims can seek justice and respecting the time it takes for them to come forward is as important as improving interview techniques or designing special measures in the courtroom.
Questions were raised by the experts about how existing good practices pertaining to MHPSS integration consider the existing tension between the demands of the accountability process and the interests of victims and witnesses, as they are not always aligned. Several experts mentioned ‘testimony paradoxes’, particularly those that focused on evidence collection versus attention to victim and witness well-being, as key factors hindering the development of actual victim and witness-centred justice processes.

Finally, a consensus emerged among the experts around the need to build on and refine the recommendations and outcomes developed by this study. It was recognized that this project was a positive and powerful first step toward developing formal guidelines and, eventually, standards that would inform the integration of MHPSS approaches into all accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes.

### 2. Moving towards guidelines and standards: The Antigone Project

Based on the emerging consensus to further develop methods to structurally integrate MHPSS approaches in accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes, the idea of a follow-up project is taking shape. Building on the results of this study, the future Antigone Project (working title) intends to consolidate consensus results, further develop and refine methods that strengthen the use of good practices, and widely disseminate the findings from this project. Our short-term goal to achieve these aims is to establish a community of practice that will work to establish formal guidelines and methods for applying and integrating MHPSS into accountability processes for atrocity crimes. Our long-term goal is to further develop select guidelines into standards. The work described in this report details the first steps in addressing this critical issue. It provides practical steps that can be taken now to integrate MHPSS approaches into accountability mechanisms for atrocity crimes. Our study provides a solid foundation for the evolution of identified recommendations and best practices into a standardized approach that will enhance the quality of victim and witness-centred justice processes.
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